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Resum
Les estructures mecàniques es degraden degut a esforços alternatius, corrosió, radiació, etc. Algunes es

consideren que tenen vida infinita, d’altres necesiten ser revisades de forma que recuperin les propietats per

a poder seguir operatives.

Avui  en  dia,  existeixen  extensius  estudis  i/o  simulacions  per  a  poder  determinar,  amb  certa

confiança i grau de seguretat, quins han de ser els períodes de manteniment preventiu. No obstant, resulta

més econòmic quan la integritat és mesurada en temps real i el manteniment s'executa en el moment precís

que el  dany és detectat,  o abans que l'estructura sigui  danyada irreversiblement o amb conseqüències

catastròfiques.

La Monitorització de la Integritat Estructural (SHM) són una sèrie de mètodes aplicats amb aquest

objectiu. El fenòmen físic en el que es basa, és el model de propagació de les ones acústiques en el volum

de l'estructura. En el present treball, aquest model s'extreu utilitzant mètodes de la Teoria de la Informació

com l'Anàlisi de Components Principals i l’Anàlisi de Components Independents.

El  model  s'extreu  d'una  estructura  sana.  Les  dades  de  prova  de  diferents  experiments  són

comparades amb aquest model i analitzades estadísticament per saber la distància de les dades de prova

del model, assumint que aquesta distància implica dany en l'estructura.

Aquest treball parteix dels mètodes actuals i se centra en millorar la sensibilitat i la robustesa del

sistema d'adquisició.

Resumen
Las estructuras mecánicas se degradan debido a esfuerzos alternativos, corrosión, radiación, etc. Algunas

se  puede  asumir  que  tienen  vida  infinita,  otras  necesitan  ser  revisadas  de  forma  que  recuperen  las

propiedades para poder seguir operativas.

Hoy en día, existen extensivos estudios y/o simulaciones para poder determinar, con cierto grado de

confianza y de seguridad, cuáles deben ser los periodos de mantenimiento preventivo. No obstante, resulta

más económico cuando la integridad es medida en tiempo real y el mantenimiento se ejecuta en el momento

preciso, cuando el daño es detectado o antes de que la estructura sea dañada irreversiblemente o con

consecuencias catastróficas.

La Monitorización de la Integridad Estructural (SHM) son una serie de métodos aplicados con este

objetivo. El fenómeno físico en el que se basa, es el modelo de propagación de las ondas acústicas en el

volumen de la estructura. En el presente trabajo, este modelo se extrae utilizando métodos de la Teoría de

la Información como el Análisis de Componentes Principales y el Análisis de Componentes Independientes.

El modelo se extrae de una estructura sana. Los datos de prueba de diferentes experimentos son

comparadas con este  modelo  y  analizadas estadísticamente para saber  cuán lejos están los datos de

prueba del modelo, asumiendo que essta distancia implica daño en la estructura.

Este trabajo parte de los métodos en Estado del arte y se centra en mejorar la sensibilidad y la

robustez del sistema de adquisición. 



Abstract
Mechanical structures suffer from degradation due to alternative stresses, corrossion, radiation... Some of

them might be assumed to have unlimited life, others need to be overhauled so the properties are restored

for a full service use.

Nowadays, an extensive study and/or simulations could be made in order to asses with a certain

degree  of  confidence  and  safety  factor,  what  the  overhaul  periods  shall  be.  There  is  a  huge  cost

improvement though, when the integrity is measured in real-time and the maintenance is precisely done

once the damage is detected or about to be,  before it  is  irrevesibly damaged or  results in catastrophic

consequences. 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a set of methods for this purpose. The physical phenomena it

bases on, is  the propagation model of the  acoustic  waves on the volume of the structure.  In the current

work,  this  propagation  model  is  extracted  using Information  Theory  methods by  means  of  Principal

Component Analysis and Independent Components Analysis. 

This model is extracted from a healthy structure. A test data from different experiments is compared

with this model and further statistical analysis is performed for assessing how far from the model we are,

assuming that a certain distance from the model means a damaged structure.

The present work takes on the underpinning Structural Health Monitoring state-of-the-art  methods

and focuses on improving the sensitivity of detection and the robustness of the constructive part  of the

acquisition system.
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1 Introduction
The presence of unknown damage in engineered assets can jeopardise their safe operation and involve

certain economic impact. 

The goal of SHM is to be able to assess the damage in any useful classification:

• Identification

• Localisation

• Assessment (corrossion, fatigue, badly produced...)

There exist  non-destructive techniques that  are able to assess damage in a certain mechanical

structure. They though, are slow to cover all the volume and sometimes, require isolation from the rest of the

structure and do not allow real-time monitoring, as the equipment needed is too expensive to stay integrated

into the structure or to be replicated, so the whole volume is covered.

The state-of-the-art techniques for Structural Health Monitoring are mainly based in the following

approaches:

• Model-data-based: based on the mechanical properties change associated with damage.

• Electro-mechanical-impedance-based: damage modifies the electrical impedance.

• Static-parameter-based: damage causes changes in mechanical design parameters.

• Acoustic emission: damage-emitted acoustic wave.

• Elastic-wave-based: wave scattering due to structure change.

Control, Dynamics and Applications Laboratory (CoDAlab) research group at the Universitat Politècnica de

Catalunya (UPC) concentrates in Acoustic emission techniques for damage assessment. 

It is assumed that changes in material structure involve changes of the dynamic response of the

system in any of the physical properties. The challenge is to be able to extract the damage from the change

in this dynamic response by means of the response of the system.

This response wave is created with an impulse excitation wave, similar to what is captured in the

impulse response in control theory to characterise a dynamic system.

1.1 Acoustic wave-based damage detection
The mechanical structures possess a dynamic behavior of the wave propagation due to several states of the

structure  (material  used,  geometry,  temperature,  radiation,  exposition...).  CoDAlab  works  under  the

hypothesis  that  this  changes can  be  detected  by  means  of  low-cost  piezoelectric  transducers,  able  to

transform electrical into mechanical energy and vice-versa.

The method used is, to integrate several transducers along the mechanical structure (see Figure 1),
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Chapter 1. Introduction

even in different depths of the volume, as long as electrical connection with the transducer is still made.

These  transducers  are  able  to  create  a  propagating  acoustic  wave  that  is  captured  by  the  rest  of  the

transducers (this step may be alternated, so all combinations of exciter-receiver are produced).

At each experiment, a single sensor is excited with a burst signal and all the receivers pick up the

response. Each signal is digitized and stored in memory as a single array for each receiver.

Figure 1: Excitation and received waves on the structure

The received waves tell us what the dynamic acoustic wave propagation model of the mechanical

structure is.  As has been previously  introduced,  this  model  might  suffer  changes when the structure is

modified in any of its physical parameters. 

To detect this change in the model. CoDAlab has based its processing algorithms on data-driven

methods that rely on physical model-free baseline learning. This means that we have no understanding of

the physical model of the wave propagation. We create an  information model that will serve as reference

frame to detect a distance between healthy information and damage information.

In detail, this is acomplished by creating a Model using the dynamic response from a known, healthy

structure. We call this the baseline model and it summarizes the dynamic behaviour of the structure.

There must be (at least) one, known context (healthy structure) experiment data, that can be used

for this model to be built.  Afterwards, experiments can be made with different scenarios that modify the

mechanical structure (scratching, bending, heating...).

This involves transforming or projecting the data into the baseline model or rather,  explaining the

testing  data  from  the  model  point  of  view.  Assuming  that  the  model  perfectly  describes  the  dynamic

behaviour of the healthy structure, any deviation respect to this baseline will be greatly offset since we move
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the measuring reference to the model's. This also means, that no change in the dynamic behaviour involves

no deviation from the model (no false positives shall be detected either).

Figure 2: Model elaboration and projection of the test data

This process is accomplished by a black-box classifier called Principal Component Analysis, which

extracts the aforementioned model by information maximisation. It is able to transform the data in such a way

that the the information model is separated from noise or data redundancy.

The internals of the method will be further explained in the dedicated chapter. It suffices to say that

there are several experiments performed, that successfully detected this deviation from the model. In the

cases where detection was still  not evident,  statistical  post-processing had been developed in orther to

further increase the sensibility or to improve the results representation.

CoDAlab posseses a laboratory with a complete acquisition system for Structural Health Monitoring

methods testing, as can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 : Representation of the testbench
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The  system  is  basically  composed  of  a  computer  that  generates,  stores  and  processes  the  data,  an

acquisition system that generates and acquires the signal to/from the transducers and a power amplifier that

amplifies the energy for the transducers.

According to Figure 3, sensors are placed in physical contact with the structure. These allow to inject

an ultrasonic acoustic vibration signal into the structure that is transfered along the structure's volume and

acquired by other transducers.

This, together with a visual programming software, allows for a fast algorithm deploy, testing and

validation.

1.2 Acoustic waves – Ultrasounds
Acoustic waves are one of the methods broadly used for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT). These methods rely

on ultrasonic wave propagation. The most broadly used technique of pulse-echo systems, use frequencies

above 1MHz. CoDAlab uses "low-frequency" ultrasonic waves between 50-150KHz.

Ultrasounds are sound waves with frequencies higher than the upper audible limit of human hearing

(typically 20 Khz). Having such a shorter wavelenght, it can be better reflected off small surfaces and defects

inside materials.

Ultrasounds require an elastic medium in order to transfer energy between two points in space. The

velocity of ultrasounds in a perfectly elastic material  given a constant temperature and pressure is also

constant. 

Ultrasonic  nondestructive testing introduces then,  ultrasonic  sound waves into  a  test  volume to

obtain information about the object without altering or damaging it. Two basic quantities are measured; the

time of flight or the amount of time for the sound to travel through the sample, and amplitude of received

signal. 

There exists  acoustic  impedance  of  the material  across the volume,  which is  the opposition to

displacement of its particles by sound. The change in impedance can modify the propagated wave.

The boundary between two materials of different acoustic impedance is called acoustic interface.

When sound strikes an acoustic interface at normal incidence, some amount of sound energy is reflected

and some amount is transmitted across the boundary. 

All  in  all,  we expect  then,  echoes of  the pulsed signal  with phase shifted signals  or attenuated

signals. Since the specimen is assumed to be acoustically isolated, we assume no boundaries and thus, no

echoes from material-material interfaces.

1.2.1 Types of waves

There are several different acoustic waves identified that propagate across the media. Each has a particular

model and/or dynamic behaviour. 
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Longitudinal

Longitudinal waves are moving waves in the same direction to the direction of the energy transfer. They

produce compression and rarefaction when traveling through a medium.

Shear

A shear or transversal wave is a moving wave that consists of oscillations occurring perpendicular to the

direction of energy transfer. If a shear wave is moving in the positive x-direction, its oscillations are in up and

down directions (1 dimension) that lie in the y-z plane. The oscillations can be polarized by oscillating in

more than one dimension.

The wave moves through elastic media, and the main restoring force comes from shear effects.

These waves do not diverge, and they obey the continuity equation for incompressible media.

Rayleigh

Rayleigh waves are a type of acoustic wave that travel along the surface of solids. They can be produced by

localized impact or piezo-electric transduction. When guided in layers they are referred to as Lamb waves.

13

Figure 4 : Representation of longitudinal wave propagation (from [1])

Figure 5 : Representation of shear wave propagation (from [1])
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Figure 6 : Representation of Rayleigh wave propagation (from [10])

Rayleigh waves include both longitudinal and transverse motions that decrease exponentially in amplitude as

the distance from the surface increases. For this reason they are considered to be confined over the surface.

There is a phase difference between these component motions.

In isotropic solids, these waves cause the surface particles to move in ellipses in planes normal to

the surface and parallel to the direction of propagation. This movement is similar to a tennis ball floating over

the sea surface. If we observe de cross-section of the sea at the tennis ball position, when a wave goes

through, it describes an ellipse.

Figure 7 : Particle movement in a Rayleigh wave (from [10])

The depth of significant displacement in the solid is approximately equal to the acoustic wavelength. They

are different from other types of waves in that they travel in the bulk.

Since Rayleigh waves are confined in the surface, their in-plane amplitude decays slower than do

bulk waves, which spread out in three dimensions.

Rayleigh waves have a speed slightly slower than shear waves by a factor dependent on the elastic

constants of the material.
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Lamb

Lamb waves are waves that propagate in solid plates. They are elastic waves whose particle motion lies in

the plane that contains the direction of wave propagation and the plate normal (the direction perpendicular to

the plate).  An infinite  medium supports  just  two waves modes traveling at  unique velocities;  but  plates

support  two  infinite  sets  of  Lamb  wave  modes,  whose  velocities  depend  on  the  relationship  between

wavelength and plate thickness.

Lamb waves exhibit  velocity dispersion; that is,  their  velocity of propagation c depends on the

frequency and elastic constants of the material. Physically, the key parameter is the ratio of plate thickness

d to wavelength λ . This ratio determines the effective stiffness of the plate and hence the velocity of

the wave. 

f d=d
c
λ →c=f λ

Dispersion curves are experimental graphs (or finite elements, computer-generated) that show the

relationship between wave velocity, wavelength and frequency in dispersive systems.They are important in

the  SHM methods  because  at  certain  frequency,  different  modes  may  come into  play  and  modify  the

response of the system. 

Figure 8 : Lamb wave symmetric mode (from [1])
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Figure 9 : Lamb wave antisymmetric mode (from [1])

The particle motion is similar to Rayleigh's. There exist a family of modes, symmetric about the midthickness

plane (blue lines on the graph) and antisymetric (red lines). It is the group velocity cg that determines the

modulation seen in the waveforms that propagate in plates.

• Zero order modes ( S0 and A0 ) : They have nascent frequencies of zero. Thus, they are the

only modes that exist over the entire frequency spectrum from zero to indefinitely high frequencies.

They  also  carry  more  energy  than  the  higher-order  modes.  In  experiments  that  allow  both

extensional and flexural modes to be excited and detected, the extensional mode often appears as a

higher-velocity, lower-amplitude precursor to the flexural mode. The flexural mode is the more easily

excited of the two, and often carries most of the energy.  For the purpose of the present work, these

are the modes that are of most interest.

• Higher-order  modes  :  As  the  frequency  is  raised,  the  higher-order  wave  modes  make  their

appearance in addition to the zero-order modes. Each higher-order mode is “born” at a resonant

frequency of the plate, and exists only above that frequency 
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Figure 10 : Dispersion curves of Lamb waves (from [13])

In the above figure, the x-axis shows the product of angular frequency ω and plate thickness d, normalized

by the shear wave velocity vs. The y-axis shows the phase velocity v, of the Lamb wave normalized by the

shear wave velocity. 

Stonely

Stonely waves are boundary waves (or interface waves) that propagate along a solid-solid interface. When

propagating along a solid-liquid interface, they are called Scholte waves.

The wave is of maximum intensity at the interface and decreases exponentially away from it.

Figure 11 : Representation of Stonely wave propagation (from [1])

Love

Love waves are horizontally polarized surface waves. The Love wave is the result of the interference of
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Chapter 1. Introduction

many shear waves guided by an elastic layer, which is welded to an elastic half space on one side while

bordering a vacuum on the other side.

The particle motion is parallel to plane layer, perpendicular to wave direction. Moving deeper into the

material, motion can decrease to a node and then alternatively increase and decrease as one examines

deeper layers of particles.
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It is important to be aware of how the system is excited and what output is expected, so the Information

Theory methods really  have  information to  work  with  together  with  the  noise that  must  be filtered  out.

Longitudinal and shear waves are of special interest to us. Since the experiments concentrate on plates,

Lamb waves are also to be expected. Rayleigh, waves might also be present as surface waves.

Given the disposition of the sensors on the specimen, it is not trivial to asses which kind of wave will

be  generated.  Given  that  the  filtering  approaches  are  data-driven  instead  of  model-driven,  we  do  not

necessarily need to rely on a specific wave model, as we can cope with any type of propagation response.

1.3 Objectives and reach
In  past  projects,  CoDAlab  has  successfully  reached  positive  results  by  applying  Principal  Component

Analysis.  Additionaly,  multivariate  statistical  inference  proved  to  increase  the  detection  sensibility  and

improve the result representation.

The present work will focus on different issues:

• Real-Time  monitoring  software.  The  currently  developed  software  was  able  to  generate  and

capture the needed data for the method to be applied in  an off-line manner.  The baseline was

captured,  damage  was  simulated  and  testing  data  was  generated.  There  arise  though,  the

questions: What happens before the damage? And after? Is the detection afterwards stable? For

this, an updated capture software is deemed necessary so the analysis is performed real-time.

• Overall capture system analysis, signal integrity and data capture quality assessment. There

are several hypotheses that need to be tested in order for the capture system to be valid or at least,

to be able to asses the degree of confidence in the measures. Noise pick up is an important issue

that could affect the measures. Other such as power amplifier noise and/or non-linearity may also

affect the performance.

• Construction parameters analysis. One by one all the elements in the transducer-specimen under

test  (transducers,  adhesive  method,  isolation...)  are  analysed  and  any  improvement  parameter

tuned. 

• Software  detection  algorithm  improvement  and  comparison.  Building  on  top  of  currently

developed algorithms,  it  is  envisioned to reach better  sensibility  of  the detection algorithm.  The

author  will  focus  in  trying  to  interface  a  method  called  Independent  Component  Analysis  to

CoDAlab's  approach  to  Structural  Health  Monitoring.  This  method  relies  on  higher-order

assumptions for model/component extraction, making it a good candidate to be studied.
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2 Information Theory
On large-scale, multidimensional data, there exists the necessity of producing a quantification of information.

The methods needed for Structural Health Monitoring to be successful are: regression and feature learning,

unsupervised learning methods. This involves training a system to detect if certain test data belongs to the

trained model.

The first is Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which extracts this pattern in terms of information

maximisation. Here information is understood as variation in the signal.

PCA might  be  the  predecessor  to  Independent  Component  Analysis  (ICA),  a  newer,  different

approach to signal separation. It will later be seen, how we can take advantage of that (apart from the code

reusability).

Once this pattern has been completed and/or recognised,  statistic tools can be used for results

representation, as it is better for us humans to process a single output value instead of many parallel values.

2.1 Principal Component Analysis

PCA is  a  statistical  procedure  that  converts  a  set  of  multidimensional  (possibly)  correlated  data  into  a

projected  set  of  linearly  uncorrelated  data  called  Principal  Components.  This  uncorrelated,  orthogonal

Components are ordered by variance (which accounts for amount of variation or information).

Another view to the problem is to remove redundant information between dimensions thus, reducing

the dimensionality of the data.

2.1.1 Centering and Normalization

PCA is a regressional method with zero intercept. Thus, the Principal Components are vectors that cross the

origin, by definition. If the data is not dimensionally centered (the columns have zero mean), the method will

fail to obtain the best possible regression line along the data.

Since PCA is about finding the direction that maximises the variance, we have to be sure that all

dimensions have the same units or are normalised so they have the same priority when finding the optimal

direction.

This both asssumptions translate into the following normalisation:

X=
X raw−μ

σ

Where μ is the mean  and σ the standard deviation matrix of each column or dimension.
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2.1.2 Covariance and Correlation

Let information be the deviation of a sample of a variable or dimension X from its mean μ X . When

there is no variation, there is no newness in the data and no information is present. This is statistically

averaged by the variance σX
2  or, standard deviation σX

σX=√ 1
N−1∑ (x i−μ x)

2

In terms of information theory both represent the same quantification of information. 

Since the data set (usually) is a sample of the population, the sample data set is always shorter than

the population. Therefore, Bessel's correction N−1 is applied.

When observing a pair of variables (dimensions), we could infer if a certain information appearing in

one dimension (deviation form the mean) implies a redundancy in the other by comparing the deviations. The

linear factor by which one dimension relates to the other's variance is called the covariance.

cov (X 1, X 2)=
1

N−1∑ (x1, i−μ x1
)(x2, i−μx2

)

Should the covariance be normalised so its value stands between 0 and 1, it is named correlation. When

assessing several  different  dimensions,  the result  of  the analysis  is  represented by a covariance matrix

and/or correlation matrix. 

C x=
1

N−1 X
T X=(

cov (X 1 , X 1) cov (X 2 , X 1) ... cov (X i , X 1)
cov (X 1 , X 2) cov (X 2 , X 2) ... cov (X 1 , X 2)

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
cov (X 1 , X j) cov (X 2 , X j) ... cov (X i , X j)

)
This  matrix  is  symmetric  since  the  product  inside  the  covariance  calculation  is  commutative.  It  also  is

squared by the definition of the product of a matrix by its transpose.

2.1.3 Variance maximisation – Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

When observing the covariance matrix, it could be inferred the amount of redundancy between dimensions

by looking at either the upper or the lower diagonal. When having no redundancy, the matrix will be diagonal

and this,  is  what  Principal  Component  Analysis  algorithm is  based on:  the reduction of  the information

redundancy by finding a transformation such that the projected data has a diagonal covariance matrix.

The elements in the diagonal are the variance itself of the data on each dimension. The elements

outside the diagonal are the covariances between each dimensions (redundancy).

When the values outside the diagonal are high, it represents redundancy in the capture of the signal.

Since C x is square and symmetric, it is diagonalizable. If we could project the data X so that
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C x would become diagonal, it would imply having no redundancy between dimensions in the data on the

newer projected Principal Components.

Let this transformation be P and the newer, projected data set be contained in the matrix T .

We are looking for a transformation:

T=XP

So that the covariance matrix of T is diagonal, thus:

CT=
1

N−1
T T T diagonal

Eigenproblem derivation

When combining the previous equations:

CT=
1

N−1
PT X T X P=PT C X P

As proved earlier, C X is diagonalizable and therefore, its eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be calculated

so it can be expressed as:

C X=P DP
T→C X P=P D

Where D is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues in its diagonal terms. Substituting:

CT=P
T P D=D

which means that the eigenvectors P of the matrix C X is the right projection for X , becoming T ,

which makes its covariance matrix CT diagonal.

Since the covariance matrix is symmetric, the associated eigenvectors are orthogonal.

2.1.4 Dimensionality reduction

The eigenvectors are ordered using their associated eigenvalues as index. This way, the weights of the

projection matrix are in order from the greatest variance to the least (the most information to the least).

When having a set of data points, the set can be deconstructed into eigenvectors and eigenvalues.

Eigenvectors and values exist in pairs: every eigenvector has a corresponding eigenvalue. An eigenvector is

a direction and its eigenvalue tells how much variance there is in that direction. The eigenvector with the

highest eigenvalue is therefore the principal component.

This allows to select the amount of data compression by selecting a certain amount of eigenvectors

and know that this will be maximised in information.

As a summary, below is the picture of the whole process with the given names to each variable at
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each step.

2.1.5 Example – Wind Farm

Suppose we have an annemometer that registers the daily average wind speed and the registers of the

energy produced at a wind farm.

Day
Wind speed 

(km/h)

Energy produced 

(MW)

1 5 13

2 10 28

3 15 30

4 10 26

5 20 45

6 2 8

7 3 10

8 4 10

9 7 16

10 8 20

11 2 11

12 2 12

The objective is to reduce the dimension of the data (two) into a single dimension (or component). When

representing the data into a plot, we already see the existence of a correlation, which is logical because the

energy harvested depends on the amount of kinetic energy the wind has and the ability to convert it into

electric potential energy.
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Figure 14 : Representation of the Wind Farm example raw data

Step 1: Data normalisation

A centering and normalisation is in order so each dimension has mean 0 and variance 1, this will be

considered the X matrix:

Day Wind speed Energy produced

1 -0.4109 -0.5453

2 0.4696 0.7993

3 1.3502 0.9786

4 0.4696 0.62

5 2.2307 2.3232

6 -0.9393 -0.9935

7 -0.7631 -0.8142

8 -0.587 -0.8142

9 -0.0587 -0.2764

10 0.1174 0.0822

11 -0.9393 -0.7246

12 -0.9393 -0.635

Note that, although the data dimensions are still related to the original dimensions, they are now 

dimensionless.
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Figure 15 : Wind Farm normalised data

Step 2: Calculate the covariane matrix

C x=( 1.0 0.9754
0.9754 1.0 )

Although not easy to see in just two-dimensional data, the resulting matrix is squared and symmetric. The

diagonal represents the variance of each dimension. It can be spotted that the covariance is positive, so both

dimensions increase together.

Step 3: Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix

P=(−0.7071 0.7071
−0.7071 −0.7071) λ=(1.97540.0246)

It can be observed, how the eigenvalues λ show the variance result of the newer dimension that results

from projecting the data into the associated component.  Thus,  projecting the data into the first principal

component, the amount of retained variance will be 1.9754, which is greater than the second, 0.0246.

Another point to be made is that both eigenvectors have unit length:

√(−0.7071)2+(−0.7071)2=1
√(−0.7071)2+(0.7071)2=1

Also they are both perpendicular to each other (orthogonality).

Step 4: Order the eigenvectors and eigenvalues and project

We might select the desired Principal Components the data should be projected to. When projecting the data

to all Principal Components (two):
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T=XP=(
−12.7279 −5.6569
−26.8701 −12.7279
−31.8198 −10.6066
−25.4558 −11.3137
−45.9619 −17.6777
−7.0711 −4.2426
−9.1924 −4.9497
−9.8995 −4.2426
−16.2635 −6.3640
−19.799 −8.4853
−0.1924 −6.364
−9.8995 −7.0711

)
The eigenvalues point out, that the component with greater variance and hence information is the first one:

T 1=(
−12.7279
−26.8701
−31.8198
−25.4558
−45.9619
−7.0711
−9.1924
−9.8995
−16.2635
−19.799
−0.1924
−9.8995

)
Following  PCA's  theory,  this  newer  dimension  should  give  us  most  of  the  information  in  the  data  (as

variance). The next figure shows the rotated data cloud:
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Figure 16 : First and Second Principal Component

Step 5: Original data recovery

We  can  also  recover  the  original  mean-centered,  normalised  data.  Only  this  time,  will  have  some

degradation but  still,  the  greatest  amount  of  information.  When projecting back  using  the first  Principal

Component, most of the data is recovered with no great visible error.

Figure 17 : First Principal Component dimensionality reduction

There is but, a difference when selecting a Principal Component with lower variance, thus retrieving the data

with more degradation, as can be seen in figure 18. Also, the orthogonality of the Principal Components is to

be seen.
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Figure 18 : Second Principal Component dimensionality reduction
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2.2 Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (from now on ICA)  is a statistical and computational method for finding

underlying or latent dimension in multivariate data. The difference with other methods is that this dimensions

or components are  statistically independent. It will later be further explained what  statistically independent

means.

Figure 19: ICA process

It is desired to apply a linear transformation w of the observed m-dimensional data x to a set of n-

dimensional components y that show these underlying factors:

y i=∑
j

wij x j , for i=1. . n j=1. .m

The problem can be stated in matrix form:

Y=WX

Depending on the method used to determine the transformation W, the resulting components will lead to a

certain  objective.  The starting point  of  ICA is  trying to  find statistically  independent  components,  in  the

general case where the data is non-Gaussian.

The objective is to find a set of underlying components that describe the information in the data.

2.2.1 Statistical independence

It  is  stated  that  ICA can  provide  a  better  model  compared  to  PCA since  this  model  is  extracted  as

independent components instead of (or aditionally to) PCA's uncorrelated components.

Component independence is understood as statistical independence and for that, there are some

assumptions to be done.

Nongaussianity

According to the Central limit theorem, sums of nongaussian random variables are closer to gaussian than

the original ones. So when applying a linear combination of multiple signals, the limit of adding infinite signals

will result in a Gaussian distribution.

By minimising the gaussianity (or maximising nongaussianity) between two signals, it is expected to

maximise their independence. For that, ICA relies on several measures of (non)Gaussianity:

• Kurtosis
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• Skewness

• Negentropy

Nonlinear uncorrelatedness

A way of stating that independence is stronger than uncorrelatedness is by saying that independence implies

nonlinear uncorrelatedness.

If s1 and s2 are independent, then any nonlinear transformations g(s1) and h(s2) are uncorrelated

(their covariance is zero). In contrast, for two random variables that are merely uncorrelated, such nonlinear

transformation do not have zero covariance.

So we have to find W such that for any components y i, yj i != j, the components and the transformed

components g(yi) and h(yj) are uncorrelated, where g and h are some suitable nonlinear functions.
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2.2.2 Preprocessing – normalisation and data whitening

As with PCA and for the same reasons, the data being filtered must undergo a normalisation that centers

(since it is a regressional method with zero intercept) and re-scales the data (so each dimension is treated

with the same importance).

In order to speed up the component extraction (a first model extraction is done when de-correlating)

and to improve ICA performance (some simplifications and hypotheses are done under the assumption of

identity covariance matrix), whitening the normalised data is in order.

The term whitened data refers  to transforming the data into  white noise data.  This results in a

random signal having equal intensity among its dimensions.This means that they are uncorrelated and all

have variance 1. The transformation is called so because it  changed the input vector into a white noise

vector thus, zero mean and no correlation between dimensions.

When whitening, the diagonal terms (or eigenvalues) are made the same or equal to 1. Since each

eigenvalue determines the length of its associated eigenvector, when just de-correlating the data, the result

of the covariance would be a centered ellipsoid. When whitening, this ellipsoid becomes a sphere. That is

why another way to refer to whitening is "sphering".

Here  is  where  Independent  Component  Analysis  relates  to  Principal  Component  Analysis.  A

whitening transformation is a linear transformation that transforms a vector of random variables into a set of

new variables whose covariance is the identity matrix.

Given a random data X with n elements, we are looking for a transformation V into Z:

Z=VX

such that is white:

C z=
1

N−1
ZT Z=I

A linear whitening transform might be achieved by dividing the de-correlated data by the square root of the

matrix composed by the eigenvalues in the diagonal terms:

V 1=D−1/2 PT→Z=D−1 /2 PT X T

It is easy to proof that the matrix V is a whitening transformation. Recalling that C x can be written in terms of

its eigenvectors and eigenvalues matrices P and D:

C x=PDPT

with P an orthogonal matrix satisfying:

PT P=P PT=I
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since CZ=
1

N−1
(VX)T(XV T )=V C xV

T
, it holds:

CZ=V CXV
T=D−1 /2 PT PDPT PD−1/ 2=D−1 /2DD−1/2=I

The linear operator V is not the only unique whitening matrix. An important instance is the matrix:

V 2=PD−1 /2PT

When applying PCA, the data is de-correlated and the resulting variance (diagonal terms of the covariance

matrix) may be the same or different. They are ordered from greater to lower variance and usually, different.

Whitening example

Taking the previous wind farm example's data and its normalised version:

Day Wind speed 

(km/h)

Energy produced 

(MW)

1 5 13

2 10 28

3 15 30

4 10 26

5 20 45

6 2 8

7 3 10

8 4 10

9 7 16

10 8 20

11 2 11

12 2 12

Day Wind speed Energy produced

1 -0.4109 -0.5453

2 0.4696 0.7993

3 1.3502 0.9786

4 0.4696 0.62

5 2.2307 2.3232

6 -0.9393 -0.9935

7 -0.7631 -0.8142

8 -0.587 -0.8142

9 -0.0587 -0.2764

10 0.1174 0.0822

11 -0.9393 -0.7246

12 -0.9393 -0.635

Step 1. Calculate the covariane matrix

C x=( 1.0 0.9754
0.9754 1.0 )

Step 2. Calculate the eigenvectors

P=(−0.7071 0.7071
−0.7071 −0.7071)

And the eigenvalues associated:

λ=(1.97540.0246)→D=(1.9754 0
0 0.0246)

Step 4.a. Whiten
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Z=D−1 /2 PT X T

Z 1=(0.4811 −0.6384 −1.1716 −0.5482 −2.2911 0.9724 0.7936 0.7050 0.1686 −0.1004 0.8371 0.7920
0.6063 −1.4873 1.6764 −0.6785 −0.4171 0.2448 0.2305 1.0250 0.9821 0.1590 −0.9684 −1.3728)

If we check the covariance for this whitening:

Cov(Z)=(1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0)

Step 4.b. Whiten

Z=P D−1/2PT X T

Z 2=( 0.0885 −0.6002 2.0139 −0.0921 1.3251 −0.5145 −0.3982 0.2263 0.5752 0.1834 −1.2767 −1.5307
−0.7689 1.5031 −0.3570 0.8674 1.9150 −0.8607 −0.7241 −1.2233 −0.8136 −0.0414 0.0929 0.4107 )

And the associated covariance matrix:

Cov(Z)=(1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0)

Both transformations provide the same result: data with unit diagonal covariance matrices. This will be an

important assumption in order for the ICA to succeed.

2.2.3 Gradient Descent

Gradient descent is a first-order iterative optimization algorithm to find a local minimum of a function by

taking proportional steps in the negative of the gradient.

ICA relies in Gradient descent and a particular objective function for iterating the projection matrix so

the result of the objective function is minimum (non-gaussianity is achieved)

From  basic  calculus,  given  a  continuous,  differentiable  function  F ( x) ,  when  the  gradient

dF
dx

is negative, the function decreases and there might be a local minimum when x increases. When

the gradient is positive, the function increases and there might be a local maximum when x decreases.

Whatever direction orthogonal to this gradient shall have no variation.

Taking  the  previous  approach,  given  a  multivariate  function  F ( x1, x2, ... , xn) defined  and

differentiable in the neighborhood of a point (a1,t , a2, t , ... , an ,t) , it decreases faster if the variables are

modified with the direction of the negative gradient of F  at (a1,a2, ... , an) , −γ∇ F (a1,a2, ... , an)

. So F (a1, t , a2, t ,... , an , t)≤F (a1, t−1 , a2, t−1 ,... , an , t−1) .

In other words, the gradient is subtracted from the variables (with a certain ratio or learning rate γ

) in order to move in the direction of negative gradient.

The are different stopping criteria for the method to stop. Few are explained:

• Number of iterations

• The error funciton gets a certain value close to zero
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• The improvement is below a certain value

Example - Linear regression

Consider a random data (ideally chosen for the purpose) which we would like to find the best linear function 

tat fits to. The linear function is defined as:

y=mx+b

The function that  we want to minimise is  the error  between the predicted value by the aforementioned

function and the real value. This can be represented by:

Error= 1
N∑ ( y i−(mxi+b))

2

The better the linear regression fits our data the lower the error function. We first calculate the gradient

function by partially deriving the objective function for each of the parameters.

δ
δm

= 2
N ∑−xi( yi−(mxi+b))

δ
δb

= 2
N∑−( y i−(mx i+b))

The function parameters will be updated by subtracting a scaled value of the gradient function:

mi=mi−1−γ δ
δm

bi=bi−1−γ δ
δb

Choosing a too big gamma might jump over the minimum and choosing a too small one might turn the

iteretive process too long.

The iterative process starts by initialising the function parameters (for this example at zero). Then

each  step  the  error  function  is  calculated  and  the  newer  parameters  updated  accordingly,  if  the  stop

condition has been reached, the iterative process ends.
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In figure 21, the quadratic error evolution can be seen. The first iterations quickly reach a minimum but at

convergence, the algorithm slows down.
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Problems:

• The algorithm may get stuck at a local minimum. There are several ways to solve this (like stochastic

gradient search).

• The number of iterations are reasonably big. This can deteriorate the computing times when the

problem complexity grows. A solution might be line search to reduce the number of iterations.

• The  convergence  here  is  limited  to  a  certain  amount  of  iterations.  A stop  condition  might  be

generated by other means (changes in objective function...)

2.2.4 Objective function: Kurtosis

The kurtosis of a probability density function of a signal y, for a finite sample, can be defined as the measure

of  the  degree  of  concentration  that  the  values  of  a  variable  present  around  the  central  range  of  the

histogram. It is the fourth moment respect to the mean and is defined as:

kurt=
μ4
σ4

= E [ y ]4

E [ y2]2

Kurtosis is just a normalised version of the fourth central moment

On the Normal or Gaussian distribution,  μ4=3σ
4 , where μ4 is the fourth moment centered
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around the mean and σ the standard deviation, it can then be defined the Kurtosis as:

kurt=
μ 4
σ4

−3= E [ y]4

E [ y2]2
−3

This way, we take the Normal distribution as reference (its kurtosis is 3) and define the other types of kurtosis

as:

• Leptokurtic (kurt > 3)

Figure 22 : Example of leptokurtic distribution

• Platykurtic (kurt < 3)

Figure 23: Example of platykurtic distribution

• Mesokurtic (kurt = 3) – this is the case of the Gaussian distribution

For whitened data E [ y2]=1 it then turns out:
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kurt=
μ 4
σ4

−3=E [ y ]4−3

If  we  assume  that  the  weight  vector  (given  its  orthonormality)  has  unit  length,  then

E [ y2]=E [(wT z )2]=1 , the kurtosis can be rewritten:

K= E [ y4]
(E [ y2])2

−3=E [(wT z)4]−3

In order to minimise the kurtosis of the distribution, we can use the gradient descent method. The first step,

is to derive the objective function (Kurtosis).

By deriving the objective function, we find the gradient that will serve to update the weights is:

wnew=wold−ηE [ z (wold
T z )3]

The single unit component extraction algorithm would then be:

The single-unit extraction would then become:

1. Center the data to make its mean zero.

2. Whiten the data to give z.

3. Chose an initial (e.g. random) vector w of unit norm.

4. Update Δw∝sign(kurt (wT z))z (wT z)3

5. Normalize w←w /||w|| .

6. If not converged, go back to step 4.

Kurtosis sensibility to Outliers

The main problem of Kurtosis is its sensibility to outliers. If we observe the formula, it can be seen that the

mean is powered to the fourth, meaning that any low amount of values deviating from the mean will make the

kurtosis grow very fast, since the deviation will not be so sensitive to the outlier.

As an example, a random Gaussian sample is graphed with no outliers. An outlier is afterwards

introduced at the 100th sample. It can be seen how heavily the kurtosis is affected.
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Figure 24 : Random distribution with no outliers. Kurt = 2.9523

This will affect the robustness of the algorithm and force to either prefilter the outliers (removing 

valuable information from the data) or considering other measures of nongaussianity.

One possible alternative is using Negentropy. Although more computationally intensive, it provides 

additional robustness.

2.2.5 Objective function: Negentropy

An alternative to kurtosis to measure nongaussianity is the entropy. Entropy is the basic concept of 

Information Theory and a measure of information, as is the variance used in PCA. Entropy H is dfined for 

a discrete-valued random variable X as:
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H (X )=−∑
i

P(X=a i) logP (X=ai)

where the ai are the possible values of X . The units of entropy depend on the base of the logarithm.

Since  it  only  changes the  measurement  scale,  it  is  not  relevant  for  the  purpose  as  long  as  it  is  kept

consistent through the algorithm.

Let f :

f (p)=−p log(p) ,0≤p≤1

If the function is plotted:

Figure 26: Entropy of a discrete distribution

It can be seen that it is a nonnegative function that tends to zero the closer p gets to 0 or 1. Using

this function, being p=P(X=ai) , entropy can be rewritten as:

H (X )=∑
i

f (P(X=ai))

By observing the shape of f , entropy is small if probabilities are close to 0 or 1 and large if are in

between. This means that the more unpredictable a random variable is (all probabilites tend to be equal), the

larger the entropy and the higher the amount of information the variable accounts for. It does not depend on

the values the variable taken, just on the probability they appear on the observation.

The differential entropy can be derived for continuous distributions:

H (x)=−∫ px (ξ) log px (ξ)d ξ=∫ f ( px(ξ))d ξ

It can now be seen that the random variables whose probability densities take large values have
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small entropy, since it give a strong negative contribution. If the entropy for the distributions in figure 25 and

26 is calculated, 3.0513 and 2.9948 are respectively obtained. If the original kurtosis is changed so it looks

less "spiky", the entropy is still sensible to the change but unaffected by the outliers.

The negentropy is a measure of the distance between the entropy of the distribution under study

and the entropy of the reference distribution (Gaussian):

J (x)=H (xgaussian)−H (x)

Negentropy is used as a measure of distance to normality. The Normal or Gaussian distribution is 

the one with th ehighest entropy. Negentropy measures the difference in entropy between a given distribution

and the Gaussian distribution with the same mean and variance (thus, Negentropy is always nonnegative).

Estimating negentropy is very computational expensive. It is then approximated by the function:

J (x)∝[E {G( y)}−E {G(v )}]2

The g function (derivative of G) must be a nonquadratic function that aproximates negentropy. The 

literature suggest one of the following:

• g1( y)=tanh(a1 y)

• g2( y )= y exp(− y2/2)

• g3( y )=4 y3

Also, the primitive of them is also needed:

• G1( y)=
1
a1
log cosh a1 y

• G2( y)=−exp(− y2/2)

• G3( y)= y4

The single-unit extraction would then become:

7. Center the data to make its mean zero.

8. Whiten the data to give z.

9. Chose an initial (e.g. random) vector w of unit norm, and an initial value for γ .

10. Update Δw∝γ z g(wT z) .

11. Normalize w←w /||w|| .

12. If the sign of γ is not known a priori, update Δ γ∝(G(wT z )−E {G(ν)})−γ .
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13. If not converged, go back to step 4.

Kurtosis provides accuracy and calculation simplicity with the sensibility to outliers. Negentropy though, is the

sensibleless method. The formulae used to negentropy calculation are still approximations, as calculating it 

would become computatinally expensive.

For SHM purposes, both objective function will be tested and assessed which is optimal.

2.2.6 Multiple component extraction

A simple way of orthogonalization is deflationary orthogonalization using the Gram-Schmidt method. The

Gram-Schmidt process is a method for orthonormalising a set of vectors in an inner product space (associate

a pair of vectors with a scalar quantity).

This  means  that  we  estimate  the  independent  components  one  by  one,  subtracting  and

renormalizing after each one component extraction. The steps would then be:

1. Choose m the number of Ics to estimate. Set p←1

2. Initialize w p (e.g. randomly)

3. Do an iteration of a one-unit algorithm on w p

4. Do the following orthogonalization:

w p←wp−∑
j=1

p−1

(w p
Tw j)w j

5. Normalize w p by dividing by its norm.

6. If w p has not converged, go back to step 3.

7. Set p←p+1 . If p is not greater than the desired number of ICs, go back to step 2.

An overview of the ICA process would be:
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2.2.7 Example - Mixture of Signals

Let A and B be two random distributions with values ranging from 0 to 1. 

Figure 28 : Two random non-Gaussian distributions

We then linearly mix them using an unknown mixing matrix.

Figure 29 : Mixed data
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The objective is to recover the original Raw data. First step is to whiten the data (which is the approximately

result of PCA):

Figure 30 : Whithened data

And afterwards, the ICA algorithm can compute the two mixing vectors:

Figure 31 : ICA applied using kurtosis

The histogram becomes flat, showing no gaussianity (or no "spikyness) in the resulting signals.
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2.3 Statistical Post-processing

Although a conclusion might be reached from visual data, a more precise, more sensible, robust method that

compiles all the scatter into a single quantitative value is in order. Two statistic are used in this project: T2-

statistic and Q-statistic.

These statistics are available for factor-based models, such as PCA and ICA. Given a model which

describes  the  data  generically  using  loadings  (P)  and  scores  (T),  the  following  equation  describes  the

relationship between the data and the model:

X=TPT+E

Where X is the original data matrix and E the error residual

2.3.1 Mahalanobis Distance

The Mahalanobis distance is a measure of the distance between a point P and a distribution D.

Suppose we want  to  measure the distance between two points  x1(x11,  x12)  and x2 (x21,  x22),  the

Euclidean distance comes into play:

d ( x1, x2)=√(x11−x12)2+( x21−x22)2

Since the two dimensions might not necessarily be distance or have the same scale, they are normalized

using the standard deviation:

d ( x1, x2)=√((x11− x12)
σ1 )

2

+((x21− x22)
σ2 )

2

Where sigma is the standard deviation o each dimension. In vectorial form:

d ( x1, x2)=√(x1−x2)T S−1( x1− x2)

Where  S  is  the  diagonal  matriy  with  the  standard  deviation  on  the  diagonal  elements.  Since  the  two

dimensions might not be uncorrelated, this distance might be corrected using the covariance Cx. 

d ( x1, x2)=√(x1−x2)TC x
−1(x1− x2)

which is the Mahalanobis distance.

2.3.2 T2-statistic

The T2-statistic is based on the Mahalanobis distance, where one of the variables being compared is the

baseline distribution mean:

T 2=(N−1)( X̄−μ0)
T S−1( X̄−μ0)
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The T2-statistic is the generalization of the t-Student for the multivariate equality of means hypothesis tests.

It describes a measure of the variation in each sample within the model (indicates how far the 

sample from the model is).

When a factor model procedure is applied to the data, the T2-statistic might be computed as 

Hotellings-T2, which is the sum of the normalized squared scores and is defined as:

T i
2=∑

r=1

ϱ t i , r
2

λ r
=t i

T λ−1 t i=x i
T (P D−1 PT ) xi∈ℝ

where ti,r denotes the rth element of the vector ti -the projection onto the rth principal component or trth score

of  the  i  experimental  trial-;  and  λr is  the  rth  eigenvalue  and  D  is  the  diagonal  matrix  containing  the

eigenvalues .

2.3.3 Q-statistic

The Q-statistic  or Q residuals is a statistic that denotes the change of the events which are not explained by 

the model spanned by the principal components. In other words, it is a measure of the difference, or residual,

between a sample and its projection onto the model. The Q-statistic of ith experimental trial is defined as the 

sum of the squared residuals of each variable as follows:

Q i=‖ei‖
2=ei

T e i=∑
l=1

JK

e i ,l
2

= x i
T( I−PPT )( I−PPT) x i

= x i
T( I−PPT−PPT+PPT PT) x i

= x i
T( I−PPT−PPT+PPT) x i

= x i
T( I−PPT ) x i

where e i ,l∈ℝ denotes the lth element of the vector e i , l=1,. .., J⋅K

2.3.4 Equality of means based on T2 statistic

The purpose is to test for significant difference in central tendency (multivariate mean) between two samples 

with normal distribution.

Let N (μ ,Σ) be a Normal distribution p-varied with mean μ and covariance σ . Let

x1,x2, ... , xn∼N (μ ,σ) be n independent random variables, that can be represented in a column vector  

with the mean:

x̄=
x1+x2+...+xn

N

The random variable (N−1)( X̄−μ0)
TC x

−1( X̄−μ0) follows a T2 distribution wih parameters p and N-1, 
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where Cx is the sample covariance matrix as previously defined.

There also exists the equivalence between the T2 and the Fisher's F for every acceptance alpha:

T p ,N−1
2 (α) N− p

p
1

N−1
=F p , N− p (α)

where N is the size of the sample and p the number of dimensions

So it can be evaluated using the following statistic:

F obs=(N−1)( x̄−μ0)
T S−1( X̄−μ0)

N−p
p

1
N−1

Hypothesis testing

Let H0 be: "The means of the sample and the population are the same". We test the hypothesis then:

if Fobs≤F*→Cannot reject H o

if Fobs>F*→Reject H o

where F* is such that P (F p , N−p<F
*)=1−α and α is the significance level for the test.

Multivariate statistic inference will be used to perform further analysis, increasing the sensibility of 

the detection. It will be useful where the T2 and Q statistics are not sensible enough. It will later be seen that 

it is in fact programmed in the bench testing software but not necessarily used in all the experiments.

Example of multivariate inference

A set of components are produced with a certain declared precision. Three control measures are performed:

x1 x2 x3

1.052 14.523 5.031

1.121 14.323 5.121

1.089 14.386 5.080

1.032 14.640 5.130

0.984 14.556 5.050

1.035 14.439 5.108

The nominal values shall be:

xnom=(1,14,5)

Step 1. Calculate mean vector

x̄=(1.052 14.645 5.0867)

Step 2. Calculate the covariance matrix
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C x=( 0.0023 −0.0180 0.0007
−0.0180 0.2116 −0.0081
0.0007 −0.0081 0.0016 )

Step 3. Apply PCA to find the variance-ordered Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

P=(−0.0851 −0.0330 0.9958
0.9956 0.0357 0.0863
−0.0384 0.9988 0.0298) D=(0.2135 0 0

0 0.0013 0
0 0 0.0007)

Step 4. Calculate T2 and Q

T 2=(32553 33579 33077 33419 33340 33040)

Q=(−13816 −13430 −13552 −14038 −15869 −13653)

Step 5. Calculate T2 statistic - inference

T2 = 61.9535

Step 6. Transform into the F distribution and asess hypothesis

Fobs = 12.3907

Looking at the tables F3,3 -> F* = 5.391

Fobs > F* -> Discard H0  -> Means are different
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Chapter 2. Information Theory

2.4 Summary
Both PCA and ICA are unsupervised learning methods able to extract a certain information for a dataset.

Instead of describing which one is best, the feature of each one are presented.

PCA ICA

Blind source separation X

Non-directional X

Mutually orthogonal X

Mutually independent X

Maximal variance X

Maximal mutual information X

Ordered features X

Bag of features X

• Blind source separation: Is the ability to find the original signals without any feedback information.

Here ICA is better over PCA. ICA is also highly directional.

• Mutually-orthogonal:  Orthogonality  means  that  components  have  no  relation  whatsoever  (no

correlation), which is what PCA uses as constraint in its definition whereas ICA does not regard in it.

• Mutually independent /maximal variance: ICA is devised on the mutually independent assumption

whereas PCA works under the maximal variance one.

• Ordered  features/bag  of  features:  PCA extracts  the  components  with  the  direction  of  maximal

variance, whereas ICA finds the single components that amount the total data. As an example, in an

recorded audio signal of two people talking, PCA would decompose it from higher to lower variation,

which has nothing to do with single voices. ICA would be able to extract the different voices in it.

It cannot be seen which method might be better for SHM purposes and so, we proceed to test both in real

data and compare against each other.
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3 Structural Health Monitoring 
CoDAlab‘s approach to Structural Health Monitoring consists of capturing the model of the baseline data at 

each step where a transformation is made. This is the model extraction.

When several experiments as test data are to be processed, the same steps are taken but with the 

model data as reference for the projection. The three paths followed in this works can be seen in the 

following picture:

Figure 32: CoDAlab's approach to Structural Health Monitoring process

In total there are 4 (5 for ICA) parameters that are stored at baseline model capture:

• μ: Column-wise mean of the baseline data captured at group scaling

• σ: Sensor-wise standard deviation captured at group scaling

• P: Eigenvalues that diagonalize the covariance matrix of the baseline data at PCA algorithm.

• λ: Eigenvalues associated to P at PCA algorithm

• W (ICA): weight matrix after ICA baseline component extraction.

Both baseline data and test data can come from different experiments or tries that provide redundancy to the

extraction/projection process. 

A certain change in context (or damage) can be saved in several experiments. This turns in a three-

dimensional data array.

3.1 Process description

Experiment set-up

Depending on the experiment, a frequency between 100-200 Khz is used with a Hamming or Hanning 

windowing function.

It has been shown that Hamming or Hanning signal windows produce less dispersion of the wave. It 

is the adaptation of the ideal impulse used to characterise the response function of a particular system.
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Chapter 3. Structural Health Monitoring 

On each experiment or phase, data is stored in a three-dimensional matrix according to Figure 33. 

Each test condition may have more than one experiment thus, we are able to create some redundancy so 

the sample is bigger and the result is more accurate.

For both PCA and ICA methods, a certain data arrangement is assumed: each column represents a

dimension in the data (temperature,  weight,  speed, etc.  In the SHM case the digitized signal at  certain

sensor and time step) and each row is a sample (experiment for SHM). This matrix arrangement could of

course be reversed it would involve though, having to transpose all the data matrices represented in the

following chapters. This way, a common representation is set which also is aligned with the formulae that

appears on most of the reference material.

Figure 33: Multiple experiment matrix build-up

Training data reordering

Let X n, k , baseline contain the no damage (or baseline), captured data by the kth sensor when the nth 

transducer acts as emitter. The capture consists of several j samples taken in different experiments i. The 

numbers of experiments for the baseline might be single. 

X n , k , baseline=( x11 x12 ... x1j
x21 x22 ... x2j
... ... ... ...
x i1 x i2 ... xij

)
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For capture simplicity, all the K sensors data might have be saved in a single three-dimension matrix. As a

first standardisation, it has to be compiled into a single matrix. It shall be organized in i experiment x j sample

x k receiving sensor. 

Figure 34 : Raw matrix construction from original data

The data representation is a 3 dimension matrix I x J x K:

X n ,baseline={X n ,1 ,baseline , X n,2 , baseline , ... , X n , k ,baseline}

X n ,baseline=(x111 x121 ... x1j1 x112 x121 ... x1j2 ... x11k x12k ... x1jk
x211 x221 ... x2j1 x212 x222 ... x2j2 ... x21k x22k ... x2jk
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
x i11 x i21 ... x ij1 xi12 x i21 ... x i22 ... xi1k xi2k ... x ijk

)
The training data will be used for calibrating the sensor and the model of the mechanical structure. A single 

experiment might suffice for calibration. More data would enrich the model since the transducer-structure 

interface (as will be experimented), needs several bed-in cycles until the data is stable enough.

Each receiver will possess chunks of J samples and the whole matrix will represent the model or the 

behaviour of the structure.

The resulting matrix is represented in a two-dimensional data I x (J *K ) . It will exist N baseline

matrices, one for each transducer acting as emitter. The procedure though, shall be repeated for each one.

Training - Group scaling

We will assume that, each sensor has specific behaviour (given the geomtry of the ceramic deposition, the

structure of  the glue between sensor and mechanical  structure,  etc.).  We will  assume as well,  that  this

behaviour is not changing over time. The deviation of a particular sensor is the parameter associated. 
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Chapter 3. Structural Health Monitoring 

Group Scaling adjusts the signal so all the sensors are assumed to have the same attenuation, 

scaling all the data from a single sensor and experiment by the same scale factor (Group Scaling).

Each sensor contains J samples, so the scaling will be made in chunks of J samples. The group

scaled baseline and the sensor scale factor and offset are obtained.  This should be repeated for all  N

actuators and the scale factors and offsets independently saved.

Group scaling projects or maps the sample data x ijk into a uniformly scaled and centered data set.

This results in a zero mean, unity variance x̃ ijk  sample: 

 ̃x ijk=
x ijk−μ jk

σk

Given that k columns are the signal output from the same sensor on the ith experiment, we shall consider 

this data to have exactly the same variance, thus, scaling the data in chunks of i x k columns. 

Let the data matrix X be organised in i experiments, j sensors and k samples per sensor. This will 

result in an I x (J *K ) data matrix. 

X n ,baseline=(x111 x121 ... x1j1 x112 x121 ... x1j2 ... x11k x12k ... x1jk
x211 x221 ... x2j1 x212 x222 ... x2j2 ... x21k x22k ... x2jk
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
x i11 x i21 ... x ij1 x i12 x i21 ... x i22 ... x i1k x i2k ... x ijk

)
Each point is offset by the column's mean: 

μ j
k=1

I
∑
i=0

I

x ij
k

Then it is scaled by the sensor's variance: 

σ j=√ 1IK∑i=0
I

∑
k=0

K

(x ij
k−μ j)

2

where μ j  is the jth sensor's mean: 

μ j=
1
IK
∑
i=0

I

∑
k=0

K

x ij
k

Additionally, we take Bessel's correction into account when calculating the sensor's variance, thus dividing by

IK−1 . This corrects the bias in the estimation of the population variance. 

Training - PCA

We apply the Principal Component Analysis and obtain the P and so the T matrices. The number of principal 

components might be reduced. 
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Training – Whitening

Data is  whitened with  the previously  obtained P and  λ.  Thus obtaining the Z  matrix  ready for  the ICA

projection.

Training - ICA

Now the data is de-correlated but still possesses a high gaussianity. Applying the gradient-descent algorithm 

in order to minimise kurtosis, a transformation is found on top of the Pbaseline one.

We apply the algorithm for as many components as we would like to obtain, subtracting the already 

found one (orthogonality). The output matrices are W baseline ,component

Testing - Group Scaling

One experiment per damage type shall be recorded, at least. The testing matrix X n , k , testing for the sensor 

n as actuator, includes several experiments that may include a damage. 

The matrix is reordered again following previous section's indications. The testing matrix is Group 

Scaled taking the scale factor and offset from Training phase. This could already deliver information data as 

we already remove remove redundancy (offset)

The resulting matrix is called X ' n ,k ,testing

Testing - Data model projection (PCA + ICA)

We project the Group Scaled data into the weight matrices U=W baseline ,component X ' n , k ,testing  to extract the

ICA components.
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3.2 Application example – Turbine blade
The test environment and the data from [9] is inherited.

The specimen under study is a turbine blade of a comercial aircraft. Due to the origin of the blade, 

little is known about its composition and/or design parameters. Seven PZT sensors are distributed over its 

two larger sides area, three on one face and four on the other. The PZT are used as excitation and reception 

in high frequency waves.

The wave is a three peak burst signal 350 KHz wave modulated through a Hamming window. 

Damages were simulated adding two masses at several locations as shown in the picture.

Figure 35 : Turbine blade with the transducers and damage positioning (from [9])

140 experiments were performed and recorded: 50 with undamaged structure and 10 per each damage.

Figure 36 : Excitation and recorded waves (from [9])

Results

Original data from a single receiver. Although it is represented as a single, continuous curve, the data is a

series of samples stored in discrete time periods.
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Figure 37: Original receiver wave

Reorganizing  the  data  and  Group  Scaling  for  a  single  receiver  all  the  experiments  (including

damages).

Figure 38 : Merged received wave from all the experiments

When several data from several receivers is merged
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Figure 39 : Merged received wave from all the experiments and all the sensors

It can now be proceed to the Principal Components projection. For visualisation purposes, only the first two

components are shown.
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Figure 40: Principal Component Analysis data projection

It can already be seen how the "Undamaged" and the damaged (D1, D2...)  data appear in more or less

clusters with an observable center. There is however, some overlapping between each other. In practice, it

could be largely possible to detect damage on the structure, but the damage classification would require

more experiments to localise the center of the cluster.

Although some hypotheses could be inferred from the previous graph, the aforementioned statistics

are calculated so it can be better quantitatively  summarized the status fo the structure.
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Figure 41: T2 statistic for the PCA projection

Figure 42: Q-statistic for the PCA projection
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Figure 43 : T2 and Q statitics for PCA analysis

After the PCA is completed, the input parameters for the Independent Component Analysis are available. We

can now proceed with data whitening and ICA applicaiton.
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Figure 44: Independent Component Analysis first and second components

Figure 45: T2 statitic for ICA analysis
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Figure 46 : Q statitic for ICA analysis

Figure 47 : T2 and Q statitics for ICA analysis
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3.2.1 Conclusions

For conclusions to be drawn, two distances are measured as a quantifier for algorithm quality:

• Baseline-damage:  mean  distance  between  the  healthy  pattern  and  the  damage  pattern  data

(sensibility to damage detection - threshold)

• Interdamage:  mean  distance  between  data  from  different  damage  (ability  to  discern  between

damages)

Figure 48: Baseline to damage and interdamage measures

It will be measured PCA versus ICA with kurtosis and ICA with negentropy objective functions.

PCA ICA-kurtosis ICA-negentropy

Baseline-
damage

Interdamage Baseline-
damage

Interdamage Baseline-
damage

Interdamage

0.0231026 0.1520712 1.1143826 6.5918665 0.2650477 1.7822835

In the above table, the improvement of ICA over PCA can be seen. What is more interesting though, is that

outlier sensibleless algorithm (kurtosis) are not as good as the outlier sensible algorithm (negentropy).
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4 Experimentation

4.1 Overview
The system is composed by the analog signal generation, the signal processor and the transducers attached

to the speciment under test.

For this purpose, the following components are devised:

• Computer – creates the signal that shall be feed into the transducers and waits for the waveform 

coming from them. It runs the processing algorithms afterwards.

• Arbitrary Waveform generator (AWG) – transforms the data sent from the computer into analog 

waveforms.

• Digitizer (DIGI) – transforms the analog waveforms into arrays of digital data

• Multiplexer (MUX) – creates a path between source and sink devies. This allows several transducers

to be used with a single waveform generation/digitization

• Amplifier – Brings more energy to the input waveform so the transducers are able to produce more 

mechanical energy and thus, further propagate the wave into the test specimen.

Figure 49 : Diagram of the acquisition system

These are the steps the system follows:

1. Configure the Multiplexer for the appropiate path to/from the transducers. Generate a signal within 

the computer software (LabView).

2. The AWG creates an analog signal with low amplitude but high resolution.

3. The aforementioned waveform travels to the amplifier.

4. The waveform is then input to the MUX and through to the source transducer.

5. The source transducer transforms the electric energy into mechanical energy (vibration).

6. The MUX switches to the receiver transducer 1.
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7. The digitizer reads the signal and converts it into an array of 12-bit resolution data.

8. The computer reads the digitizer's memory and stores it locally.

9. Go to point 6 for each receiver transducer

10. Go to point 4 for each transducer

11. Stop the signal generation/capture and feed the data to the algorithm and present results.

These steps are governed by a specific software present in the computer called Labview. It is able to both 

process the data and interface with the hardware.

4.2 Specimen
The speciment under test is an aluminium plate of 120x80 mm with two transducers attached. At the center 

of the plate a damage will be placed. A "T" shaped ~1,7Kg weight is placed.

Figure 50: Test specimen

4.3 Equipment

4.3.1 Wideband amplifier

The amplifier used is the 7602M from Krohn-Hite. This will amplify the desired waveform close to the linear

limits of the transducers in order to maximise the excitation of the mechanical structure.

Krohn-Hite model 7600 provides 17 watts of continuous power (34 watts at DC) and 141V RMS from

DC to 500kHz. The frequency response of the 7600 is 0.1dB to 10kHz, and the distortion contributed by the

amplifier is <0.01% to 5kHz and <0.3% to 100kHz. The voltage gain can be either inverting or non-inverting

and has selectable ranges from 0dB-14dB, 0dB-28dB and 0dB-42dB, and is continuously variable between
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ranges. Other features include: modes of A, AB and B, common mode rejection of 80dB, input coupling of ac

or DC, DC offset control that is variable from 0V to 200V; an optional meter package that provides a meter

for displaying the heat sink temperature in °C, output peak voltage and average output current. Model 7602

provides the same performance as the Model 7600 with a differential output and is able to deliver 34 watts of

continuous power (68 watts at DC) and 282V RMS (800Vp-p). It can also provide plus and negative DC

voltages simultaneously. 

4.3.2 Computer

This will act as a central unit for the excitation and receival of the waves and the post-processing of the data.

Some of the features od the Dell Latitude E-6530:

• Intel Core i5 3320M

• 4GB RAM

• 500 GB Hard Disk

• Windows 7 Professional

• ExpressCard interface

4.3.3 Signal Digitizer
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The digitizer acts as a digital oscilloscope without displaying the waveforms in a screan instead, the data is

transfered to a high speed bus that interfaces with the PC. This will be in charge of converting the electrical

signals coming from the excited piezotransducers into digital data.

The model used us the PXI-5114, which features:

• 2 channels

• 8 bit resolution

• 250 MS/sec (Millions of Samples per Second)

• 0.04 mV min

• 12V max

4.3.4 Multiplexer/demultiplexer

This unit switches from transducer to transducer in order to perform all the combinations of transducers. The

electrical connections will be made using coaxial cable with the external screw-in matrix terminal.

The model used is the PXI-2529, which features 128 connection nodes. It works together with the terminal

module:

The model in quesion, will be configured as a 4x32 matrix, so we can switch 4 columns to 32 rows (one 

column can only be connected to a single row at a time).

Some of the additional features are:

• Up to 150V
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• Electromechanic relays

• Configurable 4x32 or 8x16

4.3.5 Arbitrary Waveform Generator

This devices converts the digital data into the analogic waveforms that the transducers need. The computer

sends an array of values (voltages) sampled at certain period that compose the desired waveform. This array

is stored in the AWG internal memory. This allows the AWG higher bandwidth since its internal memory is

faster than the PXI-PC communication, thus avoiding the bottleneck.

The model used is the PXI-5412 and it features:

• 1 output channel

• 14 bits resolution

• 100 MS/sec (Millions of Samples per Second)

• 20 Mhz bandwidth

• 5.64 mV min

• 12 V max

4.3.6 Computer interface

Not less important is the interface between all the aforementioned devices and the PC. The constrain here is
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the need of high throughput, low latency connectivity in order to allow massive data transfers and real time

post-processing.

The model used is the PXI-1033, which features:

• 110MB/s max speed

• Up to 5 modules

• 400W max power

• MXI-Express controller integrated

The communication with the PC is made by means of an Express Card. Since the Express Card is directly

connected to the Computer's internal bus, high speeds are achievable.

4.4 Piezoelectric transducers

A piezoelectric transducer is a device that uses the piezoelectric effect (electric charge accumulated in 

response to mechanical stress and vice-versa) to measure changes in pressure, acceleration, temperature, 

strain or force by converting them to an electrical charge.

The high modulus of elasticity of the ceramic material makes them very sensible to mechanical 

stress. This also gives the sensor  an extremely high natural frequency and excellent linearity over a wide 

frequency range, making them suitable for ultrasound coupling. Additionally, they are insensitive to 

electromagnetic fields and radiation, making them suitable in harsh conditions.

One disadvantage is that they cannot be used for truly static measurements. A static force results in 

a fixed amount of charge on the piezoelectric material. This causes a loss of electrons and a decreasing 

signal. Elevated temperature cause a loss of sensitivity too. With increasing mechanical stress and 

temperature, the sensitivity reduces due to twin formation (two separate crystals of the same crystal lattice 

use the same lattice point in a symmetrical manner).

Again, the way a piezoelectric material is cut, produces three main operational modes:

• Transverse – a force applied along a neutral axis (y) displaces charges along the (x) direction, 

perpendicular to the line of force.

• Longitudinal – The amount of charge displaced is strictly proportional to the applied force and 

independent of the piezoelectric element geometry.

• Shear

A piezoelectric transducer has very high DC output impedance and can be modeled as a voltage source and 

filter network.
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Figure 51 : RLC model of the piezoelectric
transducer (from [7])

For use as a sensor, the flat region of the frequency response plot is typically used, between the high-pass

cutoff and the resonant peak. The load and leakage resisttance must be large enough that low frequencies

are not lost.

There exist two point of interest: resonant fr and antiresonant fa frequencies, where the impedance

reaches its minimum and maximum, respectively.

Figure 52: Phase and impedance characteristic curves of a
piezotransducer (from [7])

For the current project, different sensors have been tested in order to find the characteristic curve and see if

there is any relation between different parameters of this curve and the detection sensibility.

Three common widely available sensors in different diameters have been selected (15, 20 and 27

mm diameter).  Another two from Phisik Instrumente (namely PRYY0977 and PI 32445) have also been
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tested. The main difference between the two classes are the diameter of the membrane which, in the PI's is

almonst non-existent.

Figure 53 : Size comparison of the transducers

- Sound field

The sound field of a transducer is divided into two zones; the near field and the far field. The near field is the 

region directly in front of the transducer where the echo amplitude goes through a series of maxima and 

minima and ens at the last maximum, at distance N from the transducer

Figure 54 : Far field representation (from [15])

The location of the last maximum is known as the near field distance (N) and is the natural focus of the 

transducer. The far fiel beyoind N where the sound field pressure gradually drops to zero. Because of the 

variation within the near field, it can be difficulkt to acurately evaluate flaws using amplitude based 
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techniques. The near field distance is a function of the transducer frequency, element diameter, and the 

sound velocity of the test material.

Figure 55 : Points of maximum echo (from [15])

Note that the distance to the maximum echo from a flat plate target and the maximum echo from the point 

target are not the same, although both will occur within the calculated -6dB focal zone

- Beam diameter

A transducer's sensitivity is affected by the beam diameter at the point of interest. The smaller the beam, the 

greater the amount of energy is reflected by a flaw.

- Focal zone

The starting and ending points of the focal zone are located where the on-axis pulse-echo signal amplitude 

drops to -6dB of the amplitude at the focal point

- Beam spread and half angle

An ultrasonic beam diverges. Beam sprean can be reduced by delecting a transducer with higher frequency 

or larger diameter (or both).

Figure 56 : Ultrasonic beam (from [15])
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Angle beam transducers use the principles of refraction and mode conversion to produce refracted shear or 

longitudinal waves in the test material.

Figure 57 : angle beam transducer (from [15])

The incident angle necessary to produce a desired refracted wave (i.e. 45° shear wave in steel) can be 

calculated from Snell's Law. This does not apply at low frequency and small active element size

Following figure shows the relationship between the incident angle and the relative amploitudes of the 

refracted os mode converted longitudinal, shear, and surface waves that can be produced from a plastic 

wedge into steel.

Figure 58 : Ultrasonic waves generated (from [15])
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4.5 Experiments

The whole system is available at CoDAlab laboratory. In the next figure it can be seen the arrangement can 

be seen. The spool of cables at bottom-left is ready to accept coaxials connections from any speciment 

prepared with the transducers (as explained in the Annexes)

Figure 59: Testbench setup

4.5.1 Transducer-material interface

The current testbench comprises several transducers glued to a mechanical structure with an electirc isolator

between contact surfaces.

It is important to note how the transducers will be isolated and how the contact i guaranteed to be 

stable. On further experiments, it will be proved this stability and reliability on the measures

In the next picture the different components of the transducer-speciment system can be seen.
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Although all the algorithms are designed under the assumption of noisy input data, an analysis of the whole

capture system is in order so this noise in not over the signal measure.

For that, different points in the acquire system have been considered to directly affect the reception

of damage signal.

4.5.2 Sensor characterisation

Several  different  piezoelectric  transducers  are  available  for  testing.  They all  have  different  construction

parameters on of the obviuous is the diameter. 

Different plates are built with different sensor couple combination to asses the level of attenuation.

Later,  it  will  be analysed whether  if  this attenuation has any consequence on the sensibility  of  damage

detection.

Following  the  described  build-up  procedure,  all  combinations  emitter-transceiver  are  made.  5

emitters with 5 received signals which totals 25 measurements.

For the sensibility tests, it is desired to identify the most attenuating pair and the least, with ordered 

attenuation pairs in between to asses if there is any continuity in the attenuation-sensibility function.

Moreover, the bandwidth at -6dB from the minimum attenuation is analysed and will also be used for

sensibility analysis. The horizontal lines on the graph are plotted at this -6dB for each graph.

For this purpose, a specific software has been programmed that automatically does the frequency

sweep and processes the results. Further details can be seen in the Annex: Front-end software.
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Figure 61: Piezotransducer attenuation measurement with 27 as actuator⌀

It can be seen how the graph follows the curve described in chapter 3. It can also be seen, the resonance 

frequency, reached for all of the transducers at hundreds of Khz. As the emitter is changed, this peak will 

move and vary in amplitude.

Figure 62: Piezotransducer attenuation measurement with 20 as actuator⌀
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Figure 63: Piezotransducer attenuation measurement with 15 as actuator⌀

Figure 64: Piezotransducer attenuation measurement with PRYY0977 as actuator
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Figure 65: Piezotransducer attenuation measurement with 32445 as actuator

Figure 66: Attenuation measurement summary results

At this point, there are yet no evident conclusions to be reached in terms of detection sensibility. In creates

though, an order for the posterior experiments regarding sensibility .

Also, the PI transducers exhibit the very broad bandwidth below 6dB of their minimal attenuation.

In  terms of  attenuation,  it  can however  be seen that  coupled  sensors with  equal  specifications

provide better signal transmission than when paired with others.
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Chapter 4. Experimentation

As far as the maximum power excitation is concerned, it can be seen that the bigger the diameter

the greater the transfered energy.

Regarding the bandwidth,  it  can be observed that  the sensors from Physik  Instrumente provide

broader amplitude ressonant frequency.
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4.5.3 Electrical isolation

Since the electrical isolation is part of the transducer interface, it falls also under the same study as the

piezotransducers  attenuation.  At  the  time  this  experiment  was  carried  out,  two  types  of  isolation  were

available:

• Acetate sheet

• High voltage isolation resin

For the two methods, the same transducers will be used, so they introduce no bias, and two plates will be

prepared with the two isolation methods.

Figure 67: Different electrical isolation methods

Only two pairs of sensors are tested: 20 and PI32445 which totals in 4 experiments.⌀

Figure 68: Electrical isolation comparison with 20 transceivers⌀
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Figure 69: Electrical isolation comparison with PY 32445 transceivers

All in all, resin provides higher acoustic wave transmissivity and broader bandwidth.
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4.5.4 Adhesive compound – attenuation

The same analysis is also necessary for the adhesive compound. Three compounds have been tested:

• Araldite two component epoxy

• Loctite Hysol 9483

• Loctite Hysol 9461

The Loctite structural adhesive compounds are applied by means of a mixer gun, so air bubbles in the mixed

compound are minimised.

Only  one  sensor  is  used,  the  20  sensors  with  the  same  one  as  receiver.  This  totals  in  3⌀

experiments.

Figure 70: Adhesives used in the experiment

Figure 71: Mixing gun for Loctite epoxy cartridges
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Figure 72: Adhesive compound attenuation comparison

It can be seen how the 9461 and Araldite provide the most transmissive environment. Loctite HySol 9461 will

be our preferred choice given its more accurate and controllable application (no air bubbles, better dosage,

better mixing of the components).
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4.5.5 Adhesive compound – fatigue

There is the hypothesis that the adhesive compound may suffer from change in its structure that might be

detected as a change in the wave propagation model and thus, cause false positive samples. It is assessed

whether this change exists and is permanent and stable with time.

A plate with the reference build components is prepared:

• 15 piezotransducers⌀

• Loctite HySol 9461 adhesive

• Acetate electrical isolation

The experiments have been carried out  a total  of  9000 cycles with 5 peaks Hamming window each →

5*9000 = 45000 cycles. The used frequency is 140KHz, although only the number of total cycles is of our

concern. The recording is then stopped, one hour is left for the experiment to rest, and resumed at time step

7000, to observe if there is any continuity or there is a step change in the adhesive.

Figure 73 : Q-statistic evolution during adhesive settle down
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Figure 74 : T2-statistic evolution during adhesive settle down

It can be observed how any test before 4000 cycles might be not valid as the deviation from the model would

be explained by the modification in the adhesive.

This curve resembles the fatigue limit  curve of steel, which reached a limit where the strain has

stabilitsed and remains so.

Figure 75: Fatigue diagram (from [18])
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4.5.6 Realtime analysis results

A basic experiment has been done with a simple two transducers, aluminium plate at 140KHz. Two damages

have been selected,  a 2 euro coin and a big (~1,7Kg) weight.  The analysis is run before and after the

damage is placed while the evolution is recorded.

Figure 76: Small and big damage used in the experiment

Figure 77: Detection results when placing a small damage (coin)
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Figure 78: Detection results when placing a big damage

The results show a transient after placing the damage and resuming the analysis. The main hypothesis is

electrical energy storage at some point in the chain.

For  the small  damage,  the  damage detection  is  almost  lost  when reaching  steady-state.  When

placing a big damage, there still is a positive detection but at a lower threshold.

The recommendation for future experiments would be to let the results stabilise before considering

them valid.
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4.5.7 System benchmark

The experiment has been perfomed by placing the plate over two foam strips for vibration isolation. The 

damage is a stuck coin in the middle. 

All the measurements are taken at 1200 local time with a room temperature of 24°C and no sunlight 

over the plate. 

The parameters will be fixed: 

• 150KHz

• 5 Peaks Hamming

• 1000 records

• 1Ms/s

• 20 Principal Components

Plate list: 

# 
Interested

parameter 
Actuator Sensor Isolation Adhesive

1 Max. amplitude D15 D15 Resin Araldite 

2 Min. amplitude D27 
D10 

PRY0977 
Resin 9483 

3 Max. bandwidth 
D10 

PRY0977 

D10 

PRY0977 
Resin 9461 

4 Min. bandwidth D27 D15 Acetate film Araldite 
5 Max. central freq. D10 32445 D10 32445 Resin 9461 
6 Min. central freq. D27 D20 Resin 9461 

The experiment will be carried out as follows: 

1. Do the electrical connections for the plate under test.

2. Let the capture run for 15 minutes so the adhesive bed-in process is done.

3. Create the baseline without any damage stuck.

4. Start capturing in the test phase and, without pausing the capture, stick the damage.

5. Stop the test sequence and save the calculated T2 and Q

6. Repeat 3 to 4, the T2 and Q stored capture will be cleared each time the Test phase is restarted.

7. Change the plate and go back to point 1 until all plates are examined.

In the next graphs, the difference between damaged and healthy structure are shown. They are represented 

as the difference in value between the damaged and healthy T2 and Q statistics. The greater the difference, 

the higher the sensitivity. 
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Figure 79: Sensor bandwidth sensitivity  
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Figure 80: Sensor attenuation sensitivity
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Conclusions

As the bandwidth and highest amplitude parameters improve the Q-statistic seems to increase its sensitivity

whereas the T2 suffers the inverse, decreases its sensibility.

It has already been proven that the Q-statistic is more sensible than T2. This is because it is smaller

than T2, and its variations are greater. It explains though, variation not explained by the model which might

draw a hypothesis: PCA or variance-based method are not efficient in detecting a data-based model of the

acoustic wave propagation.

As for the higher transmissivity-capable system, a first hypothesis is that PCA is not sensible to any

variation in the attenuation as long as the signal-to-noise ratio is always positive.

In [5], the author does several experiments using a D20 transducer with two sensor arrangement:

hexagonal and square as can be seen in the next figure. AUC stands for Area Under Curve and ROC for

Receiver Operating Characteristic). The ROC curve is a binary classifier between false and true positive

detection. For the ideal case, the Area Under Curve for the ROC would be 1. In short, the graphs should be

as close to 1 as possible.
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Figure 82: AUC values for hexagonal (left) and square (right) disposition [from 5]

When observing the AUC for each swept frequency, it can be seen that for both arrangements, a peak exists

at around 130-140KHz. If we compare it against Figure 57, it is consistent with the fact that the closer to the

resonant frequency the experiments are made, the better the sensibility.

We might find the explanation in that,  the piezoelectric transducer has a low impedance at resonant

frequency and high impedance at anti-resonant frequency.
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5 Conclusions and future work

In the present work, I mainly consider two areas where expertise has been gained:

• Information theory: Data modelisation and filtering

• Hardware/software: Signal capture and digitalisation

As has been demonstrated in the work, a lot of energy has been invested into autonomous research in both

areas, resulting in hypothesis and conclusions that the author wishes, they help future research.

The present work has been developed following CoDAlab's philosophy of data-driven modelling.

Although  using  PCA has  already  been  proven  to  successfully  detect  certain  damages  using  statistical

inference post-processing, there was still the question of achieving greater sensibility.

This  work  has  followed  the  same  idea  of  building  a  data-driven  model  that  selects  the  most

information (variance) of the acquired data and then projects each test data to it. Independent Component

Analysis  has  been  proven  a  valid  approach  for  greater  sensibility  achievement.  There  is  however  the

problem that the Gradient Descent involved in ICA's method might get stuck at a local minimum. The result

of this could be not returning the best of the results after the algorithm run. It  is also a drawback when

assessing algorithm performance, the unability to get the same results twice, as the ICA starts off with a

random matrix of weights.

Wave propagation theory

There is a vast theory dedicated to the Acoustoelastic effect and the Lamb wave generation and

detection.  The way CoDAlab produces the dynamic  model  of  the wave propagation made me sensibly

decide to focus on improving the analysis methods instead.

However,  it  would  be interesting to  cross-correlate  and deepen the knowledge on Lamb waves

generation experiments.

There is a specific analytical solution to certain geometries that rest interesting to me but require a

whole  new  research.  Perhaps  more  interesting  was  the  possibility  of  finite  element  analysis  of  the

acoustoelastic propagation.

Group Scaling and Principal Component Analysis

These techniques group the stepping stone research this work build upon. Although Matlab algorithms were

already available, the need of understanding the core fundamentals of the algorithms were of utmost interest

for me. These allowed me to assess what the weaknesses of PCA were when using it to model the dynamic

behaviour of a vibrating mechanical structure.

PCA is the most simple and effective method for modeling a multidimensional data. So, whenever I

receive a bunch of data in the future that needs some pattern recognition, PCA will be my first method of

choice. PCA allows to:
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• De-correlate data (eliminate redundancies)

• Reduce data dimension (data compression for instance, in images or sound)

• See the relations between the dimensions (for example if the temperature affects the reading of a

sensor)

• A variance information model of the data (for example to be able to determine if a particular sensor is

out of its pattern – faulty)

• When projecting the data, obtain new dimensions that show hidden information mainly because of

the high-dimensionality of the original data (for example, financial analysis)

• Have the  information  of  how much each  previous  dimension  contributes  to  the  newer  one (for

example, if the quality of air wants to be assessed, the implications of dimensions like temperature,

pressure, humidity... can be seen)

Last  but  not  least,  PCA might  be considered a "lightweight"  computational algorithm compared to other

methods. Also, compared to other methods, PCA will always return the same solution for a given dataset

input.

As always, it will depend on the context what algorithm is chosen for the task.

Independent Component Analysis

Long hours have been dedicated in reading [3] in order to achieve a fully working ICA algorithm. Although

PCA was a single concept with relative straightforward implementation, ICA relies on other mathematical

methods in order to accomplish its task: Gradient Descent, Lagrange multipliers, Newton's method, Fixed-

point iteration...

As I was reading the book, I could not program a first draft procedure to apply ICA. It was needed to

understand all the concepts, create examples to validate each part and then compile them all to create the

ICA procedure. This meant weeks of work without knowing if the outcome would be positive (although the

learning outcome was already achieved).  Nor was the hypothesis  of  "applying ICA to  Structural  Health

Monitoring" proven until much later.

ICA is for me a more advanced method that provides better results in certain environments. It has to

be taken into account that:

• ICA model is first randomly intialised and then Gradient Descent or Fixed-point evoluted to a "good

enough"  solution.  This  means that  each  run  of  ICA might  obtain  different  results.  Although the

Independent Component extraction might  still  be valid,  perhaps the order  of  the Components is

reversed or the extraction has slightly different quality.

• ICA builds on top of eigendecomposition. This means that, altough ICA is not very computational

expensive, it will always run slower than PCA.

• The first time I applied it  in order to separate two sound signals, it flawlessly recovered the two
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without any noise or component of the other signal. This greatly impressed me as I have never seen

such a good separation before. When carefully reading the book all the concepts: Kurtosis, non-

Gaussian, Entropy were well understood and I was happy with what the outcome could be. When

applying the right method at the right moment, the result are beyond expectations.

Collaborative tools

I felt in the need of a daily-basis communication with the research directors, as such work does not properly

progress when each step in the ladder in not stable enough. Since my research experience was also limited,

I always tried to keep my tutors updated and ask them for feedback.

The main tool I used for this was a wepage-based Wiki where all the autonomous work was updated,

even when the outcome was wrong or not validated, as it would motivate so. Also, all my work is shared in a

single place, with a standardised documentation and working procedures

A copy of the page can be found here: http://wiki.codalab.upc.edu/doku.php

Signal acquisition hardware

Regarding the acquisition system, some hypotheses have been analysed and more important, it has ben

devised where the precision is lost and how it does affect the signal acquisition for having the experiments

under control.

• Transducer  system  contruction.  Although  this  might  be  a  minor  issue,  a  standard  method  for

transducer system construction has been devised. This includes some elements hence: conecting

the coaxial's cable shield, adding a resistor in parallel to the transducer, etc. It also settles a common

method for the next experiments done at CoDAlab so any bias induced by this method is common to

all  the experiments and does not introduce new false detections. Another effect observed is the

appearance of noise when the Amplifier is at low gain setting (14dB). This mode has to be avoided

on future tests.

Figure 83: Low gain amplifier noise

• Adhesive fatigue. It has been detected a bed-in cycle number. Any acquisition for SHM purposes
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before this cycle number should be discarded as the adhesive will  change its wave propagation

model. Although past analysis performed may still be valid, as the threshold would only be reduce, it

is an important effect to be taken into account.

• Transducer-acquisition system electrical schematic. I have done all the connections in coaxial cable

and cared for the impedance match between amplifier and transducer but, there must be a finer

revision of the overall electrical schematic.

• Transducer  system  components  selection.  Thanks  to  the  experiments  carried  out,  an  optimal

transducer,  adhesive and electrical  isolation method have been deemed standard for  the future

experiments. This could of course, be improved in the future by adding better transducers or other

components such as a linear amplifier.

LabView real-time software

Both  PCA and ICA analysis  with  the post-processing  statistical  inference,  were first  done in  an off-line

manner thus: I had a data captured at a certain controlled conditions and then I used a software package for

the algorithms to be run.

It was ver important for me to not only see that the methods worked in an off-line manner at the

points where damage or  no-damage was present but  also to see what  happened before and after  this

events.

For that, I build a real-time monitoring system that performed the health analysis on-line. This was of

great importance for me as the stability of the methods could be in the testbench validated. This involved a

great time and energy investment for the software to be up-and-running parallel to the rest of the research

development.

5.1 Future work
I could not end this chapter without pointing some issues I would like to explore should I go deeper into

Structural Health Monitoring.

Although I humbly presented this work under the Structural Health Monitoring research, it is still far

from reaching a point where a viable product could be envisioned. If I were to carry on this work, I would

focus on:

• Robust and high-quality electronics. Although the signal over noise ratio was always positive for the

methods to be successful, there are constructive issues that need to be reviewed in order to get the

best out of the piezoelectric transducers (EMI shielding, amplifier linearity...)

• Wedge-type transducers. The transducers were glued so the excitation wave was parallel to the

thickness of the plate. In order to obtain Lamb waves in a thin plate, the transducer should be tilted

so there is a longitudinal excitation component.

• Dispersion  curves  analysis.  It  would  be handy if  there  was the  possibility  (perhaps using  finite
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elements analysis) of simulating dispersive curves for a given material/geometry so the frequency

could be tuned for the optimal structure response at the first Modes. Also it would be of great use if

there was the possibility of capturing the real dispersion curves.

• Fixed-point ICA. The goal was to devise an algorithm that could perform ICA taking care of the

outliers but, there is extensive literature explaining more efficient implementation based on Fixed-

point  iteration.  The  ICA principles  would  remain  untouched but  the  iterative  method  and  object

formulae derivation are different. The result would be a computationally faster running algorithm.

• Testing on a laboratory specimen. There exist rotational machines where speciments can undergo a

predefined number of fatigue cycles. It would be very interesting to see if not only are we able to

asses change, but to classify it as damage and if the classification is reproducible to other structures.

Figure 84: Projection of the proposed specimen

Figure 85: Technical drawing of the proposed speciment
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6 Cost analysis
The Research and Development used resources have been compiled. This includes all the components 

used throughout the present Project in order to achieve the desired goals. It does not include previous 

projects that underpine the actual developed theory and algorithms.

LABOUR

CONCEPT HOURS

Bench set-up 30

LabView real-time analysis software 170

Matlab interface code 150

Matlab PCA algorithm 80

Matlab ICA algorithm 110

Matlab Statistical inference algorithm 60

Documentation 50

TOTAL HOURS 650

HARDWARE

CONCEPT PRICE UNITS TOTAL

Laptop Dell Latitude E-6530 1512 1 1512

Wideband amplifier Krohn-Hite 7602M 2315 1 2315

Signal digitizer NI PXI-5114 1800 1 1800

Multiiplexer/demultiplexer NI PXI-2529 850 1 850

Matrix block 150 1 150

Arbitrary Waveform Generator NI PXI-5412 1300 1 1300

Computer Interaface 320 1 320

Aluminium plates 5 12 60

Piezotransducers 0,25 48 12

Loctite adhesive Sample 2 0

TOTAL HARDWARE 8309

LABOUR 50 650 32500

TOTAL R+D 40809€
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7 Environmental impact
All  the  equipment  used  in  the  experiments  comply  with  the  Restriction  of  Hazardous  Substances

Directive 2002/95/EC, (RoHS 1), short for Directive on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous

substances in electrical and electronic equipment.

All additional components and cabling are made of RoHS-compliant materials. Soldering is made

with Pb-free products.

Although there exist no alternatives for the hardware, the author is aware of the Conflict Minerals

and the source of components with such materials is kept at a minimum.

All electronic equipment must be safely disposed. Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya has specific

policies regarding dispose of residues. This work is compliant with the policy, more information can be found

on: https://www.upc.edu/gestiosostenible/ca/residus
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8 Annex: Construction

8.1 Transducers glue

Needed materials:

• Adhesive and adhesive gun

• Transducers

• When the isolation method is acetate sheet, it can be cut and reserved. Should it be resin, the plates

have to be pre-impregnated 24 hours beforehand.

• Ruler and marker

• Gloves

• Magnets

Step 1. Mark the contact spots on the plates and prepare all the materials

Figure 86 : Preparing the plates

Step 2. Prepare the adhesive compound by mixing the two parts (A and B) for the Araldite or place the

cartridge on the gun. Press the gun until a small amount of adhesive is excreted. This has to be discarded as

the product is still not well mixed.
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Figure 87 : Adhesive preparation

Step 3. Place a small amount of glue in the contact spots previously marked. Avoid any air buble from being 

formed.

Figure 88 : Layering the glue
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Figure 89 : Drops of adhesive on the sensor final spots

Step 4. Place the sensors on top of the glue spots and center them.

Figure 90 : Placing the sensors
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Figure 91 : Sensors glued in place

Step 5. Carefully place the magnets on top and bottom of the sensors. They should be placed in the center

of the transducer so the force is equally distributed.
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8.2 Transducers soldering

Figure 92: Presolder the cables using flux

Step 1. Peel the coaxial cable and tie the ground and shield together, place some shrink tube for proper 

protection. Apply some flux on the cable copper and over the transducer.

Figure 93 : Cable pre-tinning
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Figure 94 : Applying flux to the sensor

Step 2. Apply some solder on the cable so the filaments stick together. Apply some more flux on the 

conductors.

Figure 95 : Soldering the cable to the sensor
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Figure 96 : Positive and negative soldering spots

Step 3.With the help of some weight that keeps the cable in place, solder the cable to the transducer's 

surface. Be careful not to touch the transducer with the tip of the soldering iron. Just the bubble of solder 

should touch it.

Each sensor has it own polarity, as pointed in the image: red is positive and white negative.

Figure 97 : Positive terminal soldering
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Figure 98 : Final aspect of the soldered sensor
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9 Annex: Front-end software

9.1 SHM Suite
The acquisition software allows for real-time signal generation, recording and processing. What this interface

outputs are:

• The generated and received waves (for 1 excitation and 3 receiver transducers)

• The projected data into the baseline model (Principal Components)

• T2 and Q-statistic post-processing

• Statistic inference post-processing

Figure 99: Overall view of LabView's SHM analysis suite

The top buttons control the execution of the program (Start program, Stop program execution),  creates the 

baseline model (Configuration) and saves the actual displayed data into a file (Save actual data to file).
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Chapter 9. Annex: Front-end software

Figure 100: Program control

On the upper-left corner, basic configuration parameters exist:

• Digitizer sample rate: Samples per second the digitizer captures. This depends on the frequency

selected, as the resolution of the data will be affected.

• Number of samples: Number of point to be captured of the received waves.

• Wave frequency: Frequency of the burst signal.

• Voltage ranges: Recommended values for each channel range.

• Device addresses: Depend on which bay are the peripherals installed.

• Number of peaks per burst

• Number of experiments

• Start button: startes the testing procedure (stays latched)

• Source of the generator clock
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Figure 101: Configuration parameters

On  the  center  of  the  UI,  all  the  parameters  of  interest  are  plotted  in  the  similar  manner  the  present

documentation represents.

Figure 102: Representation of the processing results
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9.2 Attenuation meter
For part of the experiments to be carried out, it is desired to have an automated tool that measures the

attenuation at each frequency and sweeps the excitation signal across a range of frequencies. This way we

obtain the graphs plotted in section 3.6.

The above picture shows the main UI. The upper graph plots the aforementioned frequency sweep

graphs. The bottom graph shows the excitation signal and the received signal.

Figure 103: Attenuation measure tool main UI

There is the option of manually setting a frequency and observing the excitation and received waves. What is

of most interest to us, is to apropiately configure the sweep parameters and let the software do the rest.

All the controls are described in the next picture.
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Figure 104: Attenuation tool controls
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10 Annex: source code

10.1Group scaling: gscale.m
%
%    gscale - Group Scaling. Extract the mean column-wise and scale by chunks of cols.
%
%    v1.0 - 05/29/2015 - X. Descarrega - First launch validated on SHM testbench
%    v1.1 - 10/18/2016 - X. Descarrega - Bugfixed mean calculation (proposed by F. Pozo)
%
%    input_matrix : matrix to be group-scaled
%    cols : width of the chunks
%    baselineStd, baselineMean : baseline data, when no arguments are present new baseline data is generated
%
 
function [ result , group_std, group_mean] = gscale( input_matrix, cols, baselineStd, baselineMean)    
     [n,m] = size(input_matrix);
     ngroups = m/cols;
     % It is faster without pre-dimensioning -weird-
     group_mean = [];
     group_std = zeros(1,ngroups);
     result = [];
     
     for i = 1:ngroups
          
          % We select the submatrix of the cols number of samples and all
          % the experiments.
          submatrix = input_matrix(:,(i-1)*cols+1:i*cols);
 
          submatrix_mean = repmat(sum(sum(submatrix))/(n*cols), n, cols);
          
          % Using command std is slower
          submatrix_deviation = sqrt(sum(sum((submatrix-submatrix_mean).^2))/((cols*n)-1));
 
          % If sensor is to be calibrated, we obtain new offset and scaling
          % parameters. Should be not, calibration parameters are taken from the
          % function's paramters.
          if (nargin == 2)
               group_std(i) = submatrix_deviation;
               % All the rows are added up so we end up with a single row
               % column's mean vector.
               col_mean = sum(submatrix)/(n);
               group_mean = [group_mean col_mean];
          elseif (nargin == 4)
                submatrix_deviation = baselineStd(i);
                col_mean = baselineMean(1,(i-1)*cols+1:i*cols);
          end
          submatrix_col_mean = repmat(col_mean,n,1);
          
          % Group normalisation. Columns will have mean 0 (exactly only
          % when column mean not periodic)
          t = (submatrix-submatrix_col_mean)./submatrix_deviation;
          
          %TODO check that mean is 0 and deviation 1 before returning
          
          result = [result t];
          
     end
return
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10.2  SHM Application example – turbine blade: shm_ica.m
%
% shm_ica - PCA vs ICA comparison based in data in 
%           L.E. Mujica, J. Rodellar, A. Fernández and A. Güemes. 
%           Q-statistic and T2-statistic PCA-based measures for damage assessment in structures
%
% 2017 - X. Descarrega
%
 
train_matrix = [];
test_matrix = [];
 
format long;
 
% Create the matrix with the i receiving PZTs, this will improve time when
% testing
%for i = 1:10
     %TODO Append the rest of the data (39 exsperiments left)
%     temp_matrix = [];
%      for j = 1:1
%         temp_matrix = [ temp_matrix act_1_train(i, 1:1000, j)];
%      end
%       train_matrix = [train_matrix ; temp_matrix];
%end
 
for i = 1:10
     %TODO Append the rest of the data (39 exsperiments left)
     temp_matrix = [];
      for j = 1:1
         temp_matrix = [ temp_matrix act_1_test(i, 1:1000, j)];
      end
       train_matrix = [train_matrix ; temp_matrix];
end
 
 
for i = 1:100
      temp_matrix = [];
       for j = 1:1
            temp_matrix = [temp_matrix act_1_test(i, 1:1000, j)];
       end
          test_matrix = [test_matrix ; temp_matrix];
%       end
end
 
 
 
% Normalisation (calibration) of the sensors. sensScale and sensOffset will
% be used during test stages as referenced calibration parameters
[gscaled_baseline, sensScale, sensOffset] = gscale(train_matrix,1000);
[n,m] = size(train_matrix);                       % The number of n rows and m cols is extracted
 
[P,c,d] = princomp(gscaled_baseline);
 
test_gscaled = gscale(test_matrix,1000, sensScale, sensOffset);
 
pca_ncomponents = 9;
E = P(:,1:pca_ncomponents);
D = inv( sqrt( diag(d(1:pca_ncomponents))));
 
% The original data has to be transversed, since ICA assumes that signals
% are in rows
Z_baseline = (E*D*E')*gscaled_baseline';
Z_test = (E*D*E')*test_gscaled';
% Another whitening
%Z_baseline = (D*E')*gscaled_baseline';
%Z_test = (D*E')*test_gscaled';
 
% Cov(Z_test) must be I
% Apply ICA extraction
W = ica(Z_baseline, 2, 'kurt');
 
% Projections of the Baseline
Y_train = W*Z_baseline;
% Projections of the Testing
Y_test = W*Z_test; 
 
T_test = test_gscaled*P;
 
ncomponents = 5;
 
%% GRAPHS
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 figure;
 scatter(T_test(1:10,1), T_test(1:10,2),'+', 'k')
 for i = 1:9
      hold on
     scatter((T_test(1+i*10:(i+1)*10,1)), (T_test(1+i*10:(i+1)*10,2)),'o')    
 end
 title('Principal Component Analysis');
 xlabel('First Principal Component');
 ylabel('Second Principal Component');
 legend('Undamaged', 'D1', 'D2', 'D3', 'D4', 'D5', 'D6', 'D7', 'D8', 'D9')
 
figure;
scatter(Y_test(1,1:10), Y_test(2,1:10),'+', 'k')
for i = 1:9
     hold on
     scatter((Y_test(1,1+i*10:(i+1)*10)), (Y_test(2,1+i*10:(i+1)*10)),'o')    
end
title('Independent Component Analysis');
xlabel('First Principal Component');
ylabel('Second Principal Component');
legend('Undamaged', 'D1', 'D2', 'D3', 'D4', 'D5', 'D6', 'D7', 'D8', 'D9')
 
% Model to damage distance
distance_pca = 0;
for j = 1:2
     distance_pca = distance_pca + abs(mean(T_test(11:100,j))-mean(T_test(1:10,j))); 
end
distance_pca = distance_pca / (9 * 2)
 
distance_ica = 0;
for j = 1:2
     distance_ica = distance_ica + abs(mean(Y_test(j,11:100))-mean(Y_test(j,1:10))); 
end
distance_ica = distance_ica / (9 * 2)
 
 
%% SUMMARY
% Interdamage distance
inter_distance_pca = 0;
for t = 1:2
     for j = 1:9
          for i = 1:9
               if (i~=j)
                    inter_distance_pca = inter_distance_pca + abs(mean(T_test(1+(10*i):10+(10*i),t))-
mean(T_test(1+(10*j):10+(10*j),t))); 
               end
          end
     end
end
inter_distance_pca = inter_distance_pca / (8*8)
 
inter_distance_ica = 0;
for t = 1:2
     for j = 1:9
          for i = 1:9
               if (i~=j)
                    inter_distance_ica = inter_distance_ica + abs(mean(Y_test(t,1+(10*i):10+(10*i)))-
mean(Y_test(t,1+(10*j):10+(10*j)))); 
               end
          end
     end
end
inter_distance_ica = inter_distance_ica / (8*8)
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10.3 ICA algorithm: ica.m
%
%    ica - Independent Component Analysis
%
%    v1.0 - 10/18/2016 - X. Descarrega - First launch
%    v1.1 - 05/17/2017 - X. Descarrega - Formulae correction
%    v1.2 - 06/03/2017 - X. Descarrega - Added Negentropy
%
%    z : Pre-whitened data z
%    ncomponents : Number of components to be extracted
%    Wresult : Output trained network
%    approach : Objective function used:
%              - 'kurt' = Kurtosis
%              - 'neg1' = Negentropy: 4y^3
%              - 'neg2' = Negentropy: tanh(y)
%              - 'neg3' = Negentropy: log(cosh(y))
%
function [ Wresult ] = ica(z, ncomponents, approach)
     eta = 0.01;
     mu = 0.8;
     y = 0.1;
     Wresult = [];
     [n,m] = size(z);
     Wold = ones(n,1);
     for k = 1:ncomponents
          % Step 1: Choose an initial vector of unit norm
          W = rand(n,1);
          W = W / norm(W);
          % Apply Gradient descent with kurtosis (p175 Hyvärinen)
          while abs(abs(Wold'*W)-1) > 0.0000000000001     
               Wold = W;
               % Gradient descent-based weight update
               U = z'*W;
               % Kurtosis
               if (approach == 'kurt')
                    W = W + eta*(sign(kurtosis(U))*(z*(U) .^3)); 
               % Negentropy
               elseif (approach == 'neg1')
                    W = W + eta*y*z*(U .^3);
               elseif (approach == 'neg2')
                    W = W + eta*y*U'*((tanh(U))/n);
               elseif (approach == 'neg3')
                    W = W+ eta*y*z*((W'*z)* exp( ((z'*W) .^ 2) / 2 ));
               end
              
             
               % Step 5: Normalise
               W = W / norm(W);
               if (approach == 'neg1')
                    y = y + mu*(((sum(((U) .^ 4)) / n) - (sum(random('norm', 0, 1, n, 1).^4) / n))- y)
               else
                    y = y + mu*(( (sum(log(cosh(U))) / n) - (sum(log(cosh(random('norm', 0, 1, n, 1)))) / n))- y);
               end
 
               % Orthogonalisation using Gram-Schmidt approach
               sumW = zeros(n,1);
               for j = 1:k-1
                    sumW = sumW + ((W'*Wresult(j,:)')*Wresult(j,:)');
               end
               
               W = W - sumW;
               W = W / norm(W);
               difference = abs(abs(Wold'*W)-1)
          end
          Wresult = [Wresult ; W'];
     end
end
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10.4PCA Example: pca_example.m
dim1 = [ 5 10 15 10 20 2 3 4 7 8 2 2]';
dim2 = [ 13 28 30 26 45 8 10 10 16 20 11 12]';
Xraw = [dim1 dim2];
scatter(dim1,dim2,'.');
xlabel('Wind Speed (km/h)');
ylabel('Energy harvested (MW)');
 
[n,m] = size(Xraw);                       % The number of n rows and m cols is extracted
ones_matrix = ones(n,n);                  % A squared matrix of ones is created with the size of the number of 
samples (n x n)
mean_matrix = ones_matrix * (Xraw./(n));  % With the product of ones times the input matrix and dividing by the 
number of samples 
                                          % (n), the cols are being added up and then averaged. Each new element 
of the new matrix 
                                          % (n x m) contains the col's mean of the input matrix
deviation = ((Xraw-mean_matrix).^2);      % Calculate the deviation of each dimension (column)
A = repmat(sum(deviation), n, 1);
A = A./(n-1);
A = A.^0.5;
X = (Xraw-mean_matrix)./A;
X(isnan(X))=0;
 
% Plot the mean-centered, normalised
figure 
scatter(X(:,1),X(:,2),'.');
xlabel('Wind Speed');
ylabel('Energy harvested');
 
% Plot the Principal Components
Cx = (X'*X) / (n-1);
[P,D] = eigs(Cx);
T = X*P;
figure 
scatter(T(:,1),T(:,2),'.');
xlabel('Principal Component 1');
ylabel('Principal Component 2');
 
% Dimensionality reduction
T1 = X*P(:,1);
Xt = T1*P(:,1)';
figure 
scatter(X(:,1),X(:,2),'.');
hold on
scatter(Xt(:,1),Xt(:,2),'.');
xlabel('Wind Speed (km/h)');
ylabel('Energy harvested (MW)');
legend('Original normalised and mean-centered','Second Principal Component reduction');
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